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Abstract

In the process of thermal decomposition of metal oxides, the recombination of metal

vapor and oxygen to the initial metal oxide is a serious limitation in reaching high

yields when considering possible methods to directly convert solar radiation into

storable and transportable chemical fuels. Rapid quenching of the reaction prod¬
ucts seems to be insufficient in order to suppress the recombination reaction. Under¬

standing of this process on a quantitative level is the key to improve the separation

technique for the thermal decomposition of products: metal vapor and oxygen in

thermochemical cycles. The available literature on the oxidation of metal vapors

does not provide kinetic data (e.g. rate constants or reaction mechanism).

This work concentrates on the development and characterization of an experi¬
mental apparatus based on a coaxial nozzle for the use with planar laser-induced

fluorescence spectroscopy, allowing for the study of the reaction kinetics. The in¬

frastructure for the experimental data analysis was also developed and tested. The

apparatus was characterized by visualization of gas flows, using the planar laser-

induced fluorescence technique (PLIF) with acetone as the fluorescent tracer at

ambient temperature. It was proven that the constructed coaxial nozzle produces
stable gas flows. A simple diffusion model was proposed and successfully applied
to quantitatively describe the experimental flow fields for non-reacting flows. The

horizontal concentration profiles, measured at different positions below the nozzle,
were compared with theoretical ones taken from the diffusion model. The central

nozzle gas flows with different velocities could be described consistently, using a sin¬

gle diffusion coefficient value taken from theory for the nitrogen/acetone mixture.

For the annular gas flows, exhibiting a significant radial drift velocity, a reasonable

agreement was achieved with effective diffusion coefficients adopted to different flow

velocities. Absolute acetone concentrations derived from the experimental fluores¬

cence distributions are in good agreement with theoretically calculated ones. It was

shown that discontinuities1, appearing in the evaluated absolute concentration dis¬

tributions are caused mainly by statistical noise in the laser sheet profiles whereas

the statistical noise in the fluorescence distribution images plays a marginal role. As

the experimental results on the metal vapor with oxygen reaction do not exist at

this stage, the diffusion model was used to simulate them. These "synthetic" data

were used to develop analysis software and find optimal measurement conditions.

Areas in the image, where the evaluated absolute concentrations were negative or zero
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Various tests performed with the prototype nozzle helped to identify problems and

propose improvements.

The current research done on thermochemical cycles at the Laboratory for Solar

Technology at the Paul Scherrer Institute, focuses on the Zn/ZnO cycle. Laser-

induced fluorescence spectroscopy at 307.6 nm on zinc vapor has been tested in

view of future application in the coaxial nozzle experiment. It was shown that the

transition at 307.6 nm is not suited for the excitation and detection of zinc vapor

by means of LIF.



Zusammenfassung

Bei der tliermochemischen Zersetzung von Metalloxidcn, welche zur direkten Umwand¬

lung von Solarstrahlung in speicherbare und transportbare solare Brennstoffe führen

kann, stellt die Rückreaktion von Metalldampf und Sauerstoff eine erhebliche Bar¬

riere was die Ausbeuten angeht. Schnelles Abkühlen der Zersetzungsprodukte scheint

nicht genügend zu sein um die Rückreaktion zu verhindern. Um eine effiziente Meth¬

ode zur Trennung der Zersetzungsproduktc, Metalldampf und Sauerstoff, zu finden

muss der Prozess der Rekombination auf quantitativer Ebene verstanden werden.

Aus der Literatur, welche sich mit der Oxidation von Metalldämpfen beschäftigt,
konnten keine kinetischen Daten (z.B. Reaktionsraten oder Reaktionsmechanismen)
gewonnen werden.

Der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt bei der Entwicklung und Charakterisierung
einer Apparatur zur Untersuchung der Reaktionskinetik. Das Konzept der Ap¬

paratur basiert auf einer Koaxialdüse, sowie der Planar Laser-induzierter Fluo¬

reszenz Technik (PLIF). Eine Infrastruktur zur Analyse der Experimentaldaten
wurde ebenfalls entwickelt und getestet. Die Apparatur wurde durch Visualisierung
der Gasströmo mittels Planar Laser-induzierter Fluoreszenz charakterisiert. Dabei

wurde Aceton als fluoreszierende Tracersubstanz verwendet. Es konnte gezeigt wer¬

den, dass die konstruierte Koaxialdüse stabile Gasströme produzieren kann. Ein

einfaches Diffusionsmodell wurde zur quantitativen Beschreibung des Strömungs¬

feldes, der nicht reagierenden GasstrÖmc, erfolgreich angewendet. Die horizon¬

talen Konzentrationsprofile, gemessen an verschiedenen Stellen unter der Düsen¬

spitze, wurden mit theoretischen, aus dem Diffusionsmodell errechneten Profilen,

verglichen. Die Strömungen der Zentraldüse, bei verschiedenen Geschwindigkeiten,
konnten mittels eines einzigen theoretischen Diffusionskoeffizienten (für das Gas¬

gemisch Stickstoff/Aceton), übereinstimmend beschrieben werden. Die Gasströ¬

mungen der äusseren Düse welche eine bedeutende radiale Geschwindigkeitskom¬

ponente auffweisen, konnten mittels effektiver Diffusionskoeffizienten für die einzel¬

nen Strömungsgeschwindigkeiten, angemessen beschrieben werden. Absolute Ace-

tonkonzentrationen, abgeleitet aus experimentellen Fluoreszenzverteilungen, sind in

guter Übereinstimmung mit theorethischen Berechnungen aus dem Diffusionsmodell.

Es wurde gezeigt, dass Artefakte in Form von Konzentrationsunstetigkeiten2, welche

in den ausgewerteten Konzentrationsverteilungen auftreten, hauptsächlich durch

2Zonen im Bild bei denen Konzentrationen Null- oder negative Werte annehmen
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statistisches Rauschen der Laser-Lichtblatt Profile verursacht werden, während statis¬

tisches Rauschen in den Fluoreszenzverteilungen unwesentlich ist. Da experimentelle
Daten der Reaktion von Metalldampf mit Sauerstoff in diesem Stadium des Exper¬
iments noch nicht existieren, wurden sie anhand des Diffusionsmodells simuliert.

Die "synthetischen" Daten wurden dazu benutzt die Auswertungsprogramme zu en¬

twickeln sowie optimale Messbedingungen zu eruieren. Verschiedene Tests welche

an der Koaxialdüse durchgeführt wurden halfen Probleme zu identifizieren und

Verbesserungen vorzuschlagen.

Die gegenwärtigen Untersuchungen von thermochemischen Kreiszyklen im Labor

für Solartechnik des Paul Scherrer Instituts, konzentrieren sich auf dem Zn/ZnO
Zyklus. Im Hinblick auf die zukünftige Anwendung der Koaxialdüse im Experi¬
ment mit Zinkdampf' und Sauerstoff, wurde Laser-induzierte Fluoreszenz (LIF) von

Zinkdampf bei A — 307.6 nm getestet. Es wurde gezeigt, dass dieser Übergang für

die Anregung und Detektion von Zinkdampf mittels LIF nicht geeignet ist.



Symbols

A area, [cm2]

Aji - Einstein's coefficient for spontaneous emission, [s-1]
c - speed of light in vacuum, 3-1010 [cm s-1]

Ci - reactant number density (concentration), [cm-3], ([mol cm-3])
C - relative concentration (relative to non reacting system)

d - diameter, [cm]

Di diffusion coefficient, [cm2s_1]

/ focal length, [mm]

?Poisson _ rancjom variable with Poisson distribution

h Planck's constant, 6.63-10-34 [J s]
i" - light intensity, [J cm-2]
/ - relative light intensity

If fluorescence density, [J cm"3]
I - mean value of /

If relative fluorescence density

J current, [A]

k - reaction rate constant, [cm3^1+^-1)s-1l, ([cm3^+!y2-1)moH'yi+"2-1)s-1l)
m, n - integer numbers

M - Number of molecules

nil
- molar mass, [kg mol-1]

rizn
- refractive index for Zn vapor

n - mean value of n

Nj - level population

p
-

pressure, [Pa]

q
- probability

Ti
- radius, [cm]

R - surface number density (surface concentration), [cm-2], ([mol cm-2])
Re - Reynolds number
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S reaction product number density (concentration), [em-3], ([mol cm-3])

Sf,p ~ induced fluorescence signal, [J s""1]

T, - transmittivity

U voltage, [V]

v - velocity, [cm s-1]
V - volume flow, [1 s-1]

X, y, z - coordinates of a point in a probed zone, [cm]

t - time, [s]

T absolute temperature, [K]

7
- geometrical distortion coefficient, [cm-1]

Ô - detection efficiency

f - total fraction of absorbed light

e - mean value of e

Ç - kinematic viscosity, [s cm-2]

rj
- photocathode quantum efficiency

k - wave number [cm-1]
A - wavelength, [nm]

fjt
- diffusion volume

v - frequency of light, transition frequency, [s-1J

u%
- stoichiometric coefficient

p, p' - numbei density (concentration), [cm-3], ([mol cm-3])

o standard deviation

<ja
- absorption cross section, [cm2], ([cm2mol-1])

<7f
- fluorescence quantum efficiency, [cm2], ([cm2mol~1])

i\ - solid angle, [sr]
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PLIF spectroscopy and reaction

kinetics



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Renewable energy carriers

Nowadays about 80 % of the world's energy supply is based on finite fossil energy

carriers such as coal, mineral oil and natural gas [1].

The global industrialization and a rapid development of new technologies as well

as the increased living standard in the last 50 years on the planet Earth are the prin¬

cipal factors responsible for a tremendous and continuously growing energy demand.

In other words, economic growth is the most important driver of energy demand.

The outlook [2], projects that the world energy demand will grow by 65% and CO-2

emissions by 70% between 1995 and 2020 unless new policies are put in place. Es¬

pecially electricity is the fastest growing component of energy demand worldwide.

Over the next 20-25 years demand for electricity is expected to grow very fast [3j.

Since the beginning of industrialization, energy consumption has increased far

more rapidly than the number of people on the planet. Whereas the world popula¬
tion has quadrupled since 1870, the world-wide energy consumption, and therefore

the consumption of fossil resources in the form of coal, oil and natural gas, has

increased by a factor of 60. Nowadays a person consumes fifteen times more energy

than a person 130 years ago [1],

Feeling confident that fossil energy carriers represent an inexhaustible source of

energy which are able to cover our needs even for the next generations, people has

concentrated on the development of more and more commodities making life easier,

more comfortable and allowing for mobility which was unthinkable only a short time

ago. It was less important from where the needed energy to reach such ambitious

goals should come. Possibly this situation would hold up until today if there was

not another aspect: the global environmental pollution, the greenhouse effect, the

climate changes and their consequences in future [4].

Energy production and consumption have undeniable environmental repercus-
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sions
.
The environmental damages linked to the production, transformation, trans¬

port and the use of different energy sources have been substantial in the past and

are still far from being negligible [5]. Therefore, the prime importance is the ques¬

tion whether one can proceed in this way without taking into account how these

emissions influence and affect our environment.

Apart from air pollutants such as sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxide, carbon

dioxide is always emitted during the combustion of fossil fuels. Although this gas

is not toxic for organisms, it has the detrimental effect of boosting the greenhouse

effect. One has to keep in mind, that energy related CO2 emissions contribute to

about half of the man-made greenhouse effect [1], Furthermore, the worst impacts
of global warming are likely to occur in developing regions, which at present are the

least able to cope with the anticipated climatic changes [6, 7].

In parallel one realized that the expected world's fossil fuel deposits were ex¬

tremely overestimated. Global oil reserves are sufficient for around 40 years with

the current level of oil production [8J. However, the global GDP1 is increasing rapidly

with a subsequent increase in oil consumption [9j. It is expected that the GDP of

EU, US, Brasil, China, India and Russia will increase by a factor of 7 in 2050 [10].
Therefore in the long-term, oil-reserves will last much shorter than 40 years due to

a strongly increasing demand, in particular from emerging countries, such as India

and China [9J.

Currently there is no doubt anymore that continuing life on earth without taking
care about the environment and the global energy supply will lead to incalculable

consequences, maybe not for us, but surely for the next generations.

Keeping in mind the above aspects, the only solution seems to be a sustainable

energy supply. This means harvesting or using energy resources in a way that they

are not depleted or permanently damaged and can still be used by future genera¬

tions. Furthermore, the objective of avoiding "dangerous anthropogenic interference

with the climate system", stated in Article 2 of the Framework Convention on Cli¬

mate Change, is a potential organizing principle for a long term international climate

policy [11].

As a consequence, one has started looking for renewable energy carriers like so¬

lar energy, wind energy, biomass etc. The long-term aim is to come to a, largely,
renewable energy sources (RES)-based energy supply [9],

Solar radiation is the most abundant energy source on earth, however, the use of

sunlight for the production of energy, has serious limitations. First of all, sunlight is

intermittent, i.e. available only during day time. Also the effective solar radiation

Gross Domestic Product
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reaching the earth surface is only about 1 kW/m .
In addition, the distribution is

very unequal over the planet (see Figure 1.1 [12]). These are the motivations to look

Solar irradiation [kWh/m2/ycar]

< 1000 1000 1500 H 2000 2500 3000

Figure 1.1: World distribution of solar irradiation. The most intensely solar irradi¬

ated areas lie between 30° north and 30° south latitude.

for methods which are able to convert sunlight into a storable and transportable

energy form, making it independent of the sunlight availability.

1.2 Solar thermochemical cycles

One possible method to directly convert solar radiation into storable and trans¬

portable chemical fuels is by means of thermochemical cycles. Thermochemical

cycles, however, require high temperatures to drive a chemical transformation, pro¬

ducing a storable and transportable fuel. The key to reach sufficiently high temper¬

atures is the concentrated solar radiation. Focused sunlight captured by parabolic
mirrors [13] allows for reaching temperatures above 2000 K. An attractive chemical

process would be the production of hydrogen by direct thermal splitting of water at

temperatures above 2500 K. However, the separation of both gaseous decomposition

products H2 and 02 at high temperature, in order to avoid their recombination is

extremely difficult to realize. Nowadays there is no separation technique capable
of effectively gaining hydrogen from the reaction products H2 and 02 at such high

temperatures [14, 15].

An alternative is a cycle which separates the formation of hydrogen arrd oxygen

in two distinct chemical reactions The decomposition then occurs at lower tem¬

peratures which simplifies the product separation issue of hydrogen and oxygen. A

two-step thermochemical cycle based on a metal oxide can be an example. The

thermal reduction of metal oxides is represented as

MxOy^xM + |o2. (1.1)
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where M denotes the metal and MxOy the coiresponding metal oxide. Metal oxides

such as ZnO, MgO, CaO or AI2O5 can be considered. Using concentrated solar ra¬

diation, a metal oxide powder is decomposed in a solar reactor into metal vapor and

oxygen The recombination of metal vapor with oxygen is suppressed by a lapid

quench. In a second step, the produced bulk metal is reacted with water m another

reactor, yielding hydrogen and the initial metal oxide. The latter can be used again

in the decomposition step [16].

The solar thermochemical reactors (see Figure 1.2) for the use in thermochemical

cycles, aie developed and tested in the Laboratoiy for Solai Technology at the Paul

Schener Institute [17]. Conceptually, the reactors are mostly basing on a rotating

cavity closed to air. Concentrated solar radiation enters the cavity through a win¬

dowed aperture The metal oxide to be decomposed, is axially and continuously fed

into the cavity. A thick layer is formed on the cavity's walls due to centrifugal ac¬

celeration. Concentrated sunlight enteiing the reactor impinges directly on the first

surface of the metal oxide to be decomposed resulting in its thermal dissociation.

The decomposition products (e.g. metal vapor and oxygen), leave the reactor being
forced by a continuous flow of an inert carrier gas. The last stage is the quenching
where both decomposition products are separated from each other by a rapid de¬

crease of temperature. A detailed description of the solar theimochemical reactor

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a solai reactoi for the theimal decomposition of zinc oxide.

(QW) quartz window, (ZnF) ZnO feeder, (ZnL) ZnO layei, (PL) product outlet,

(QD) quench device.

used foi zinc oxide decomposition, can be found in [18].
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Currently, the research focuses on zinc oxide. The Zn/ZnO cycle is considered

as one of the most promising metal oxide cycles [19, 20]. Its feasibility was demon¬

strated in [21]. The first experimental results however, were not well reproducible
and the back-reaction of zinc vapor and oxygen to zinc oxide turned out to be a

serious limitation in reaching high zinc yields. This stage of the process is of prime

importance [22] in terms of the efficiency. During the quench, a part of zinc was lost

as it recombined with oxygen to ZnO. The separation problem for the particular
case of ZnO is discussed in detail in the following articles [23, 24, 25].

1.3 Oxidation versus homogeneous nucleation

The question arises, whether high bulk metal yields can ever be reached using a

separation method basing on quenching. At least a more effective quench device

or an efficient technique for the separation of metal vapor from oxygen needs to be

developed in order to allow for a practical implementation of a metal oxide cycle.

However, for this purpose, the back-reaction of the metal vapor with oxygen needs

to be understood in detail. In particular, the kinetics and the mechanism of the

back-reaction need to be known at a quantitative level. An additional difficulty is

the fact, that the above mentioned processes take place at very high temperatures

in a chemically aggressive atmosphere, in the case of ZnO the temperature has to

reach 2300 K [18], There are two competing processes taking place simultaneously.

Namely, the homogeneous nucleation and the oxidation of metal vapor. Figure 1.3

tries to illustrate the complexity of the process on the example of zinc and oxygen.

Numerous possible intermediates lead to either zinc bulk via homogeneous nucleation

(preferred reaction path) or back to zinc oxide via reoxidation (unwanted reaction

path). It has to be pointed out that the intermediate products shown here are only

hypothetic species used to better illustrate the complexity of the reaction. The

metal yield could be maximized by finding conditions at which the homogeneous
nucleation and condensation of metal vapor is the main reaction path, and the

reoxidation process is maximally suppressed.

1.4 Kinetic data - literature study

A literature study has been performed with regard to metal oxidation works in gen¬

eral. Special attention was paid to articles dealing with zinc, and zinc oxide. The

aim of this study was to find available kinetic data as well as information on the

mechanism, for the reoxidation reaction. There are two important questions with

regard to this interaction of the metal vapor with oxygen: (i) is the process homo¬

geneous or heterogeneous, (ii) can a stable and neutral metal oxide molecule exist

in the gas-phase (e.g. MO(gaÄ))?

Various works can be found on the oxidation of metals or metal vapors as well

as on zinc, zinc clusters, and zinc nanoparticles. Most of the available data consider
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(bulk)

ZnO(bulk)

Figure 1.3: Competing processes taking place simultaneously at the exit of the solar

ROCA reactor. Homogeneous nucleation leading to Zii^^ and re-oxidation leading
to ZnObuik-

metals but at fairly low temperatures and for dilute vapor concentrations. Campbell
et al. [26] studied the reaction of transition metal atoms with oxygen at low pres¬

sures. Transition metal atoms were formed by photolysis of metal-organic precursors

in a flow of oxygen. The concentration of transition metal atoms was traced in time

by means of laser-induced fluorescence and the rate at which transition metal atoms

were disappearing was equated with the rate of the reaction:

TM + 02 -» TMO + - 02. (1-2)

It is claimed that in case of zinc no reaction took place and Zn atoms still exist even

after 10 ms.

In the work of [27] the oxidation of pure zinc in the temperature range of 320-

415 °C was investigated gravimetrically. The oxidation rates were reported to de¬

pend on the oxygen pressure. For the oxidation of liquid zinc in the temperature

range 440-700 °C Cope et al. [28] found the oxidation kinetics of zinc to depend on

the diffusion rate of zinc into the initially formed ZnO layer.

With regard to zinc vapor oxidation, Lewis and Cameron [29, 30] studied the

oxidation of zinc vapor in CO:C02 mixtures. It was suggested that the kinetics is

influenced by the CO:C02 ratio but there is no dependence on the mass transport.

Clarke and Fray [31] studied the reaction of zinc vapor and water vapor in the pres¬

ence of hydrogen in the temperature range 773-1173 K were the rate of oxidation of

zinc vapor in H2-H20 mixtures was reported to be much faster than in CO-C02. In

the second work [32] the oxidation of zinc vapor in H2-H20-CO-C02-Ar mixtures

was studied over the temperature range 973-1173 K. Here the oxidation rate was

shown to increase with the presence of water vapor in the furnace.

Zn
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The oxidation kinetics of zinc vapor in the system Z11-CO-CO2-N2 in the tem¬

perature range 730-900 °C [33] showed that zinc suppresses the oxidation rate at

730 °C and 830 °C. The rate was also found to be autocatalytic with respect to CO.

An extensive diffusion flame [34, 35] study of the gas-phase reaction between

magnesium and oxygen was performed by Kashireninov et al. [36, 37]. The study
establishes kinetic data for this reaction by means of a thermocouple battery log¬

ging spatial temperature profiles in the reaction zone of the reactor. The effect of

condensation of gas-phase reaction products on the measured temperature is also

considered [38]. Kinetic investigations of the reaction between zinc and oxygen as

well as cadmium and oxygen at 823-923 K have shown that absolute rate constants

for zinc and cadmium are considerably smaller than those for the alkaline-earth met¬

als [39, 40]. However, the influence of heat losses via thermocouples on the recorded

temperatures can lead to significant deviations in the measured temperature profile
from the true profile [41]. The study was also extended to the oxidation of Ba, Ca

and Sr using NO, N02 as the oxidants [42, 43, 44]. Considerable thermal decompo¬

sition of nitrogen dioxide to nitric oxide and molecular oxygen in this temperature

range was reported and therefore a complexity of the interaction was concluded

which indicates more than one elementary stage of the oxidation process. It was

also noted that measuring the rate of a process by the heat evolution in a diffusion

flame, caused by the formation of condensed products, does not allow to unambigu¬

ously assign the results to such processes as the elementary gas-phase reactions or

nucleation [45]. Also the question whether oxidation is a homogeneous or heteroge¬
neous process remained open [46].

Chertihin [47] reported the reaction Zn + O2 —> ZnO + O to be endothermic in

gas phase. The dissociation energy of O2 was found to be greater than that of ZnO.

Clemmer et al. [48] reported on the dissociation energy of ZnO~ to be larger than

that of neutral ZnO, indicating a significantly higher stability of the anion.

In the work of Cannavö et al. [49] neutral ZnO and ZnOH molecules could be

produced in a molecular beam expansion of laser ablated zinc together with H20,

02 or N20 seeded in rare gas (Ar, Ne, He). Without water a clear evidence of

neutral ZnO formation was obtained with N2O seed gas. However, the yield of ZnO

compared to ZnOH was rather poor.

Some papers can be found were zinc oxide is formed by vapor-phase oxidation

of zinc vapor. In these works the shape and structure of the formed zinc oxide

are studied. Tomokiyo et al. [50] investigated zinc oxide particles prepared by the

vapor-phase oxidation of Zn vapor at 1123-1343 K. As a result it was shown that

zinc oxide particles have the wurtzite structure from the early stages of growth. Ab-

duev et al. [51] observed zinc oxide structures prepared by the surface oxidation of

zinc droplets. Aggregated ZnO clusters were reported as a result high local partial
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pressures of zinc and oxygen. ZnO clusters have also been subject of two theoretical

works. Behrman et al. [52] found possible and stable spheroid ZnO molecules at

certain magic numbers of atoms. Matxain et al. [53] investigated Zn,;0,, clusters i —

1-9. For i—1-7 planar ringlike structures and for i—8-9 three dimensional spheroid

structures were found to be the global minima. With regard to ZnO Klcinwechter et

al. [54] synthesized ZnO nanoparticles using Zn(CH3)2 as precursor. The particles

were formed using a low pressure flame reactor and a microwave plasma reactor. For

the flame synthesis it was suggested that the particle nucleation in the hot reaction

zone is not probable. A strong influence of water on the nucleation of ZnO particles

during flame synthesis was also reported. In contrast, ZnO particles were formed

during the plasma synthesis under nearby water free conditions.

A number of works can be found on the formation of zinc clusters. In the work

of Urban [55] large clusters of 1400 atoms in average size are reported where zinc

was evaporated from a pyrolytic graphite crucible heated by electron bombardment

at 1180° in a converging-diverging nozzle. In theoretical works Wang et al. [56]
found that zinc clusters with 4, 7, 9, 10, 14, 18, or 20 atoms are more stable than

the neighboring clusters. Small clusters were studied by [57, 58, 59, 60]. Park et al.

studied the geometries and electronic structures of such zinc clusters Zi^-Zuq. Zinc

clusters showed a tendency to prefer compact geometric structures. In the work of

Tomonari et al. Zn5 and Zn6 zinc clusters have been found to have the electronic

structure close to that of bulk Zn.

Zinc dimers were produced by supersonic expansion of Zn vapor seeded with H2,
He or Ar in the work of [61] and studied in the works of [62, 63, 64], Kedzierski at

al. performed pump-and-probe laser spectroscopy experiments yielding fluorescence

and excitation spectra arising from transitions between states for the Zn2 excimer.

Bracken et al. performed luminescence spectroscopy measurements of atomic zinc

isolated in thin film samples of the solid rare gases [65, 66]. Invstigations on various

ZnO nanostructures can also be found in [67, 68, 69, 70].

No studies at conditions at least similar to the ones at the exit of a solar reactor,

where much higher temperatures prevail could be found. Finally, none of the cited

works could deliver a distinct answer with regard to the reaction rate or reaction

mechanism leaving the questions about a homogeneous or heterogeneous nature of

the interaction between metal vapor (e.g. zinc vapor) and oxygen still open.

1.5 Motivation for this work

The experimental work done on decomposition of metal oxides has shown that the

control over the recombination reaction of the metal vapor with oxygen, is the key
to increase the efficiency of a solar thermochemical cycle. In order to achieve this,

knowledge of the reaction kinetics (e.g. rate constants) as well a mechanistic un-
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derstanding on an atomic and molecular level, is definitely necessary. The metal

vapor oxidation process may consist of several steps with many unknown interme¬

diate products. Thereby, talking about a rate constant, a phenoinenological rate

constant is meant which describes the oxidation process including all intermediate

steps. As soon as the kinetics of this process is understood it can help to determine

the mechanism. This knowledge may have a significant impact on the identifica¬

tion of conditions under which the oxidation is suppressed and the homogeneous
nucleation and condensation of the metal vapor is the preferred reaction path. This,
in turn, will allow for the formulation of an optimized separation strategy for the

decomposition products.

1.5.1 Experiment to study oxidation of metal vapors

The above arguments were the driving force to start a detailed study considering
both aspects of the back-reaction: (i) the oxidation reaction and (ii) the homoge¬

neous nucleation of metal vapor. In a separate project an experiment was developed

allowing to study the homogeneous nucleation of metal vapors. The main goal of

this thesis was to design, construct and quantitatively characterize an experimental

apparatus which allows for a detailed study of the re-oxidation reaction of metal va¬

pors. The experiment should base on the planar laser-induced fluorescence technique

(PLIF). A general requirement was also that the experimental conditions should be

at least similar to the ones prevailing at the exit of a solar reactor. In particular, this

means temperatures above 1200 K and near atmospheric pressure with a possibility
to achieve broad partial pressure ranges of the metal vapor and oxygen. Eventually
it should be possible to extract phenomenological rate constants from experimental
data.

1.5.2 Laser-induced fluorescence of zinc vapor

For the time being, the Zn/ZnO cycle is studied in detail. Kinetic data and knowl¬

edge about the mechanism of the reoxidation reation of zinc is therefore of primary
interest. In order to observe how zinc vapor and oxygen interact with each other

a simple experiment was performed. For the purpose of the experiment, a small

cylindrical container made of stainless steel (ETG 100) of approx. 1 cm diameter

and 3 cm height equipped with a graphite crucible and supplied with a tiny orifice

on its top (see Figure 1.4) was filled with zinc powder (approx. 0.9 g) and placed
in a quartz tube. The graphite crucible was placed inside the container in order

to minimize the contact surface between molten zinc and stainless steel. The con¬

tainer was inductively heated until zinc powder began to melt. Finally, zinc vapor

was streaming from the orifice. Immediately after the grey smoke was observed an

upward flow of oxygen at ambient temperature in the quartz tube was established.

As a result, a bright flame (see Figure 1.5) appeared above the containers orifice

for about 10 s. In parallel, the solid reaction product (zinc oxide) was formed as a

white tube growing up from the containers orifice. After reaching a few milimeters
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Orifice

Figure "1.4: Stainless steel container and graphite crucible for the test experiment
with zinc vapor and oxygen, with a small nozzle at the top.

of height, the solid reaction product clogged the orifice and caused the flame to

extinguish. It was tried to record the eniission spectrum of the flame by applying a,

Figure; 1.5: Flame observed when bringing zinc vapor and oxygen at ambient tem¬

perature into reaction.
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spectrometer with fiber optics. However, nickering of the flame and its short lifetime

of only few seconds did not allow for reproducible results. After forming the zinc

oxide tube on the orifice the flame extinguished. The simple test showed that the

reaction of zinc vapor and oxygen (kept at ambient temperature) is very rapid and

forms a solid product.

When thinking about the future study of the reaction between zinc vapor and

oxygen in terms of rate constants, principally only the concentration time evolutions

of both reactants (zinc vapor and oxygen) could be measured. With high probability
the reaction has many currently unknown intermediate products. It is, therefore,

impossible to perform a selective excitation of a specific product in order to obtain

the concentration as a function of time. Tracing the concentration of hot molecular

oxygen2 by means of laser-induced spectroscopy is possible [71], but the excitation

is accomplished at UV wavelengths which are relatively difficult to achieve3. Prom a

theoretical point of view detecting spectroscopically zinc vapor and tracing the zinc

concentration seems to be more convenient than tracing the oxygen concentration.

A model for the oxidation of zinc vapor proposed by [72], including homogeneous

nucleation, condensation and chemical reactions, assumes altogether four reactions

taking place: (i) homogeneous nucleation of zinc, (ii) addition of zinc atoms to the

liquid zinc surface of pure and partially oxidized zinc clusters, (iii) addition of zinc

atoms onto the oxide monolayer of clusters, and (iv) addition of oxygen molecules

to the zinc surface of pure and partially oxidized clusters. Three of these reactions

contain the zinc concentration, only one the oxygen concentration. Furthermore, the

rates from reactions (i) and (ii), could be compared with the future results obtained

in the nucleation experiment [73].

Having in mind the above arguments the detection of zinc vapor instead of

oxygen, is more convenient. As a next step a method to perform laser excitation

and detection of zinc vapor should be chosen and tested. It was therefore, decided to

additionally perform a feasibility study of an excitation/detection technique for zinc

vapor which could be used in the reoxidation experiment eventually. The remaining

part of the thesis deals with this topic.

2T = 1100 K

3Excimer lasers such as the argon fluoride laser (ArF) are required, A = 193 nm
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Experimental methods

2.1 Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)

LIF is the technique in which atoms, molecules and ions are excited from low-lying
states to higher states using laser light of a certain wavelength. Spectral lines of

different species very rarely overlap and the cross sections for resonant excitations

are large, thereby, this technique is powerful for observing the species of interest with

high selectivity and sensitivity [74]. LIF is widely used as an instantaneous, non-

intrusive measurement technique especially in the field of combustion. Even species

having transitions in the VUV1, which are not accessible using the standard linear

excitation approach can be detected by the use of nonlinear excitation techniques
such as two-photon absorption [75, 76] or by stepwise excitation via double resonance

laser induced fluorescence [77].
In a LIF experiment the detected fluorescence signal from the excited species is

a direct measure (i.e. is proportional), of the number of atoms or molecules in the

excited level j emitting fluorescence when returning to the lower level i and can be

written as

SFji = —huNjAji,

where Q,/4n is the solid angle covered by the imaging lens, h the Planck constant, v

the transition frequency, Nj the population of atoms (or molecules) in the excited

state j and Ajt Einsteins coefficient for spontaneous emission. In this consideration,
the assumption is always made, that laser light does not affect the temperature or

chemistry in the system. This assumption is true for most of the applications [78].
The laser-induced fluorescence technique allows for the detection of very small local

concentrations of species. Information on the spatial distribution of concentrations

can be obtained performing LIF measurements at different positions of the probed
zone.

(2.1)

1below 200 nm
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2.2 Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) -

spe¬

cific properties

An experimental procedure to provide the spatial resolution of species concentra¬

tions is the planar laser-induced fluorescence. Instead of a regular laser beam we

consider a flat laser-light sheet which excites species in a thin layer in the region of

interest. The resulting fluorescence is imaged through a lens onto a two dimensional

array such as a CCD camera. Modern detectors use multichannel plates, acting

as image intensifiers, capable of detecting fairly low fluorescence intensities in the

range of few photons. The imaging principle is illustrated in Figure 2.1 (picture
taken from [79] p. 367). The measurement volume from which fluorescence photons

Figure 2.1: Imaging principle in PLIF measurements.

are accumulated on a single CCD pixel can be determined, since imaging parameters

such as focal lengths, magnification, and the intensity of the incident laser light are

known. The relation between the fluorescence signal and the local concentration

of species (see Equation 2.1) is also valid for PLIF. Thereby, the PLIF technique
not only allows for determining concentrations of species, but additionally delivers

spatially resolved concentrations.

Both the LIF and PLIF techniques have several different applications, mainly
in experiments with hydrocarbon flames. LIF is a widely used for the detection of

OH [80], and in the field of internal combustion engines (IC). Here the knowledge of

the spatial distribution of temperature and local fuel/air equivalence ratios in the

combustion chambers of IC engines is of major interest [81]. PLIF even allows a

simultaneous visualization of minority species like CH, CN, and CH20 (formalde¬
hyde) in flames [82]. The LIF measurement technique simultaneously used with
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the laser-induced incandescence2 technique allows to locate fuel-rich and soot con¬

taining regions of a turbulent flame [83, 84]. Furthermore, PLIF can be utilized for

detecting the separated fractions in HPLC3 as well as Capillary Electrophoresis [85].
Finally, PLIF is very useful in studies of the reaction kinetics. By interpreting the

time development of the spatially resolved concentrations of the reactants, kinetic

parameters of the reaction can be obtained.

The planar laser-induced fluorescence measurement technique extends consider¬

ably the possibilities of ordinary LIF, however, to obtain quantitative concentrations

of species from experimentally recorded PLIF images one requires laborious process¬

ing of data. There are several effects which need to be taken into account. In the

following the most important of them are discussed in brief.

2.2.1 Image preprocessing

Together with fluorescence intensities cosmic rays are acquired on the CCD chip in

form of spikes on the image that need to be removed. In the presented data, this

is done by a computer program (see Ref. [86]). This program analyzes each single

pixel of the image by inspecting its neighborhood (surrounding pixels). Comparing
the intensity difference between the considered pixel and a median value of the sur¬

rounding pixels, a cosmic ray spike is recognized. A threshold value, based on the

mean intensity4 of the measured signal, can be set for the afore mentioned intensity
difference. As soon as a cosmic ray spike is recognized, the intensity value of the con¬

sidered pixel is replaced by the median value calculated for the surrounding pixels.
This procedure is called a convolution mask. In the next step, the statistical noise

in the image is reduced by a second program (see Ref. [87]) performing a discrete

wavelet transformation, applying the SureShrink [88, 89] algorithm and performing
the back transformation (Discrete Wavelet Transform). Prcprocesscd images are

subject of further analysis according to the two possible scenarios described in the

following subsections.

2.2.2 Normalization with laser light-sheet intensity - relative

concentrations

Performing PLIF, the fluorescence from the probed zone inside the reaction chamber

is acquired simultaneously with two light sheet intensity profiles measured in front of

Laser-induced incandescence (LIT), occurs when the laser beam encounters particulate matter

like soot. Absorption of energy from the laser beam causes the particle's temperature to increase.

Tn case the energy absorption rate is sufficiently high, the temperature will rise to levels where

significant incandescence (essentially black body emission) can occur. Thus, laser-induced incan¬

descence can be used to obtain information about some average property of all the soot particles
within a measurement volume.

3High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography
4median value
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and behind the reaction chamber (see Figure 2.2). If absorption of laser light along

Figure 2.2: Sketch illustrating the measurement principle for PLIF. IP - input

profile, OP - output profile, IMG fluorescence image, LS - laser sheet, BS1, BS2

- beam splitters, NOZ - nozzle, GF -

gas flow, CCD - camera chip

the propagation direction can be neglected (i.e. the total absorption of laser light

by the detected species is sufficiently low) the image analysis is straight forward.

Relative concentration distributions can be obtained by normalizing the measured

raw fluorescence intensities by the local laser sheet intensity obtained from the ac¬

quired light sheet profiles. Either the input profile, the output profile or the average

value5 of both light sheet profiles can be used for the normalization. Normalization

is performed by a computer program (see R,ef. [90]), assuming that the light sheet

intensity attenuation due to absorption in the probed zone is negligibly low and can

be considered as constant in that zone.

5TaMng the average value of both input and output light sheet profiles, the noise is reduced

with no significant difference in absorption
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2.2.3 Evaluation of absolute concentrations from fluorescence

intensities

If absolute concentrations are needed, the situation becomes more complicated as

four important effects have to be taken into account. Fluorescence intensity is a

direct measure of the species concentration in the probed volume. Hence information

on the local light sheet intensity which caused the probed species to fluoresce needs to

be known. Also the different optical paths of both light sheet profile measurements

need to be taken into account. Moreover, laser light passing the reaction zone is

also absorbed by atoms or molecules and therefore attenuated along the propagation
direction. This effect is described by Beer's law

I(x) = he-***, (2.2)

where I0 is the initial light intensity, x is the length, p the concentration and <ra the

absorption cross-section. Finally, depending on the beam expander setup, the laser

sheet can be diverging or converging in height leading to the local intensity change
of the exciting light. In the presented consideration we assume the thickness of the

laser sheet to be constant and significantly smaller than its width.

The derivation of absolute concentrations is based on the simplified geometry

definitions presented in a schematic of the reaction chamber (Figure 2.3). For the

sake of simplicity, the "z-coordinate" (height) of the light ray in the laser sheet, is

omitted in the following derivation.

The picture shows the light sheet passing through the reaction chamber from

left to right and exciting species in it. The beam splitters BS1 and BS2 sample the

light in front of and behind the reaction chamber, respectively. The light sheet is

divided into three regions:

• region A, in front of the reaction chamber, between the first beam splitter and

the entrance window including the latter,

• region B, covering the interior of the reaction chamber between the input and

the output window including both of them,

• region C, behind the reaction chamber between the output window and the

second beam splitter including the window.

The first our goal is to derive a mathematical expression describing the laser light

intensity distribution I(x) in an empty reaction chamber. As the light sheet inten¬

sity is measured only in front and behind the reaction chamber, an interpolation

procedure is necessary to obtain the local light intensity in the region between x0

and X]_. If only divergence of the light sheet in height is considered, a linear interpo¬
lation can deliver the unknown intensity, provided the transmittivity of all optical
elements (i.e. windows, beam splitters) is taken into account. For the region A

(^'in <x< xwl < 0):

I(x) = /in [1 - ~f(x - xin)], (2.3)
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B

BS1

iro

BS2

w2

Figure 2.3: Wl, W2 - input and output windows with transmittivity Tl and T2

respectively, BSl, BS2 - beam splitter in front and behind the cell respectively; x

- depicts the horizontal position. Absorbing species arc only present in the region

Xq
— X'i.

where Im is the initial laser intensity and 7 the geometrical distortion coefficient.

However, this procedure does not allow to express the searched concentration distri¬

bution in a closed analytical form. This problematic feature is not a basic obstacle

because working with numerical solutions only is acceptable as well. It will be shown

later that this difficulty can be overcome by approximating the linear interpolation

function (Equation 2.3) by the exponential function

I(x) = /ine"7^-^. (2.4)

This approximation is valid for small distortion effects (i.e. when both light sheet

profiles exhibit only a small difference in height), because Equation 2.3 is just a first

term of the Taylor expansion of Equation 2.4:

e-7(*-*ta) = 1 _ l(x _ Xin) + l72(a. _ Xia)2 + (2.5)

We consider this approach for low concentration and homogeneous light absorption
media. By analogy, for the region B (xwl < x < xw2) it can be written:

I(x) - /in7\e-7(a!-ïfa)

and for the region C (xw2 < x < x011t) the equation is:

I(x) = I.mTLT2e^x-x*\

(2.6)

(2.7)
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where I\ and T2 are the transmittivities of both fused silica windows. The laser

intensity at position x0 is therefore

I(x0) = /inTie^ (2.8)

and at position xoui

/out =/(^t) = /i„r1T2e-^a!t-a,-). (2.9)

Solving Equation 2.9 for 7 gives

"4Ji:r2-
7 — In

'out

(2.10)

As already explained in Equation 2.5, the functions in Equations 2.3, 2.6, 2.7

and 2.9 are solutions of the differential equation

I - "^ (211>

which is formally identical to the equation describing light attenuation by a ho¬

mogeneous medium with an absorption coefficient a-A. In this way, the light sheet

distortion effect can be comfortably treated together with the light absorption caused

by the studied substance. If 7(2 — xin) -C 1, the light intensities for the regions A,

B and C take the form:

lin ~ Iinlix ~ Xm) => A )

I(x) * { IinT, - IinTa(x - xin) => B \ (2.12)

ImTyT2 - /inriT27(a: - x-m) =ï C J
In the following, we look at I(x), when a substance of density p(x) is present in the

region

^wi < xQ = 0 < x < xi < xw2- (2.13)

The substance causes an attenuation of the laser light due to absorption (scattering
of light is considered to be negligible in this case). The differential equation describ¬

ing simultaneously the light absorption and the distortion effects in the exponential

approximation takes the form

£ = -Kp(x) + 7]/(x). (2.14)

Integrating the above equation leads to the expression

I(x) = Joe-^W-T* (2.15)

with

[•X

R(x) = / dx'p(x'). (2.16)
Jo
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If the fluorescing substance is the only substance which absorbs light, one can relate

the induced fluorescence distribution It(x) to the laser light intensity I(x) and the

substance density p{x)

If{x) = <rtI(x)p(x), (2.17)

where <7f is the fluorescence quantum efficiency of the fluorescing substance. Now

the main goal of the following derivation becomes the unknown function p(x). Sub¬

stituting Equation 2.15 into Equation 2.17 gives

It(x) = afloe-^e-^Wpix) (2.18)

where the term e~lx describes the geometrical distortion of the light sheet and the

term e-^R(x) describes its attenuation due to the absorbing species.

The Equation 2.18 can be solved for p(x), contained also in the function R(x),
if we notice that

d-aMx)
= _a pfx\e-"*lK*)m (2.19)

ax

Evaluating the expression p(x)e~'T&R^ from Equation 2.18 gives

e-*.«(*)p(x) = M|}e^ (2.20)
<Tfl0

Substituting this expression into Equation 2.19 leads to

±e~^R(x) =
-

^(x)e
rfX

dX (T{10

Equation 2.21 contains now only f p(x) - the function p(x) was eliminated. Inte¬

grating this equation between (Q,x), as prescribed by the definition of R(x), gives

and finally

or

e-vR(x) _ ! = _^ / dx'erx'h{xr) (2.22)
O"f-«o Jo

R(x) = — In (l - -^-, I* dx'a^'lfix')] (2.23)
o"a V °vn Jo J

In the case of no geometrical distortion of the light sheet (ideally parallel sheet, 7

= 0) the function p(x) simplifies to:

p(x) =
±-.J&L. f dx'W). (2.25)
Wo l~^r0 Jo
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I(x) = he-<x i aar • r dx'^'h{x')

Using

/„ = I(x = 0) = /inTlß^»

/out - /(x = xout) =/^Tae-T^-^,

the laser intensity i"out can be found:

/out - IinT^e'^-* „) 'a 1 fVxIf(x)dx
CTf /in^e^- J0

In the following, it will be shown, that as soon as the geometrical distortion coeffi¬

cient 7 is known, the probed species density can be obtained without knowing the

fluorescence quantum efficiency <jf and without absolute calibration of the detector.

From the Equations 2.15 and 2.22 and for the range 0 < x < xw2 wc obtain

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

The integral limits (0,x\) depict the range where I[(x) ^ 0. From Equation 2.29,

it follows that the quotient — can be measured if the coefficient 7 was determined

before. Jout, ijn, J1! and T2 are known values. Considering Equation 2.25 and 2.29

one obtains

af J^dxei-I({x)
V ;

To evaluate the function cra-p(x), there is no need to perform the absolute sensitivity
calibration of the ICCD Camera. Hence the light intensity / can be measured with

an unknown factor 8

Ï = 8-1. (2.31)

This applies both to the laser sheet profiles and to the fluorescence signal. The

unknown factor 8 can be eliminated using the profiles measured with an empty

reaction chamber. Finally, we obtain:

elxZ(x)

aa p(x) = J
fW

= (2.32)'

^f*1 dx'ei-'k{x') - J* dx>ei*'If(x')

with

1 / fempty^ri rp \

and

< - i-T^fer, (2-34)
-'in

' -'out

the total absorption, with /^nmpty the integral intensity of the input laser profile
in the empty reaction chamber measurement and /o"tpty, the integral intensity of

the output laser profile. 7in and /tHlt are the corresponding integral intensities of the

laser profiles taken in the measurement with an absorbing species inside the reaction

chamber, respectively.
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2.3 Diffusion model and the reaction kinetics

The main idea of this study is to apply the PLIF technique to the reaction between

metal vapor and oxygen, carried out in the reaction chamber in a controlled manner.

The reactants will be brought to the reaction zone in form of two concentric laminar

flows. In order to interpret the measured spatially resolved concentrations in terms

of chemical kinetics, one needs a suitable model resembling the processes taking

place when the flows of reactants propagate, mix by diffusion and react with each

other. Such a model should properly describe transport phenomena of mass, energy

and momentum, respecting physical conservation laws. Usually, one ends up with a

set of multidimensional coupled partial differential equations which solutions depend

on the reaction kinetics and on boundary and initial conditions [91]. Writing down

and solving such a complex system of equations is a formidable problem for itself

- far beyond the scope of this thesis. Here, only a simplified model is constructed

with many severe approximations. This task has two goals: (i) to illustrate how the

chemical kinetics is contained in the data and (ii) to serve as a starting point for

further in depth analysis.

The main assumptions of the model are as follows:

1. Constant drift velocity, ?;0, along the 2-axis is assumed. Time development
of the system is equivalent to the steady flow case: z = v^t. z-axis is the

symmetry axis of the system.

2. Lateral transport of reactant mass is governed by free diffusion law with con¬

stant diffusion coefficients, characteristic to involved reactants. The influence

of the reaction product on the system is neglected.

3. Only radial diffusion is assumed (the axial component is neglected)

4. No energy production and transport is considered as being important for the

process. Constant temperature is assumed in the volume of interest.

5. Viscosity effects due to momentum transfer are neglected.

6. It is assumed that the reaction is sufficiently slow as compared to diffusion so

that mixture of reactants occupy a nonzero volume. In this case, the system is

governed both by reaction kinetics and diffusion. This assumption is opposite
to the flame-sheet approximation [92] where the system is governed solely by
diffusion.

7. The concentration of the reaction product, S, changes with time according to

the reaction kinetics [91]:

J^(r,£) = Ä: • dMr • C2(r,tr, (2.35)

where A; is the reaction rate constant, C\,C<i denote the reactants concentra¬

tions and ^1,^2 arc the stoichiometric coefficients defining the reaction order.
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8. The rate with which the concentrations of reactants Ci, C2 and of the reaction

product S change in the system (due to reaction) are linked by stoichiometric

relations:

|c2(M) = -i*|s(M),
where vy and i/2 denote the stoichiometric coefficients.

(2.36)

In the above formulation, the system is equivalent to diffusion of two substances

initially deposited onto concentric rings on a plane (Figure 2.4). In the region

Figure 2.4: Sketch illustrating the two laminar jets as concentric rings with radii

„min t\ „max „min „max
' 1

— u; ' 1 )
' 2 )

' 2

where the substances mix with each other, the chemical reaction consumes them. If

the reaction is absent, the time evolution of the reactant concentrations fulfils two

independent differential equations (see e.g. [91]):

dCi

dt

dC2

dt

±JL(rDl?£i
r dr \ dr

rdr V dr
(2.37)

If at time t = 0 both substances had uniform concentrations C°, Cg on concentric

rings defined with the radii rm, r3*, rm, r3*, after time t, the concentration

distributions are known analytically:

C,(r,t)

C2(r,t)

2Dit

Lj2

2D2t

exp

exp

r2 \ rT

^D\t J 7rminAD

r2

w2t

exp

exp

r
.12

h
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ADxt) \2D\t
„>2

ADot
h
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2b~7t

r'dr',

r'dr', (2.38)
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where Iq denotes the modified Bessel function. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the solutions.

The curves represent concentration profiles of one ling as a function of the radius

r6, after different time intervals t.
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Figure 2.5: Free diffusion of substance which at t = 0 was uniformly distributed on

a plane ring centered at the symmetry axis z. The curves represent concentration

distributions as a function of the radius r, foi different time intervals t.

If the reaction takes place, the equations become coupled by the source terms orig¬

inating from the reaction kinetics. Substituting Equation 2.36 and rejecting the

spatial derivative of S (diffusion of reactants does not depend on the spatial distri¬

bution of the reaction product) one obtains:

dC\

df

dC2

dt

i a

r dr
rD

dCl

dr

dC21 d
, r,

-^ rD2
r or \ or

-vv

v<i

at'

as

dt'
(2.39)

If, additionally, the reaction is a non-first-order reaction, the equations are explicitly

6As a result of cylindrical symmetry, the concentration distribution on a ring does not depend

on the azimuthal angle
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nonlinear:

1rTr{rD^)-^kC"'C''- (2'40)

The system of equations was solved numerically. The (r, i)-domain was discretized

into a n x m rectangular grid. Smooth concentration distributions wore approxi¬

mated by n x m discrete values representing constant concentration over the indi¬

vidual cell. The time evolution of the system was performed utilizing the known

solution for free diffusion starting from a uniform distribution on a concentric ring

according to Equation 2.38. At each time step, the current concentrations were

modified by subtracting the amount of consumed reactants which was calculated

according to Equation 2.36. The modified discrete concentration distributions were

taken for further time development. The described solution method is especially

well suited for "slow" reactions, however, it can be applied also to "faster" ones on

the cost of denser time grid and, consequently, longer calculation time. For a typical

case, numerically stable solutions are obtained already on a 200 x 50 mesh points

within a few minutes on a PC running the MATLab package [93].

In Fig. 2.6, the examples of the concentration distributions of reactants Ci, C2

and the reaction product S are shown, calculated for two values of the reaction rate

constant: k = 0 and 400 cm3/s respectively (wc assume both stoichiometric coef¬

ficients vi and V'2 to be 1). The calculations were performed for a reaction that is

first-order in both components. The diffusion coefficients7 were assumed to be con¬

stant: D\ — D2 — 0.5 cm2/s. Fig. 2.7 shows the evolution of the concentration

profiles. The data is the same as in Fig. 2.6.

As the model does not assume a propagation of the reaction product, it accu¬

mulates with time (or uz - coordinate") in Fig. 2.6 and 2.7. In Fig. 2.8, the total

amount of the reactant No. 1 remaining in the system after time t, was calculated

by numerical integration of the concentration C\ found for different values of the

reaction rate constant k.

dCi

dt

dC2

dt

For this example calculation, the diffusion coefficient values wore chosen arbitrary
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The coaxial-jet PLIF experiment



Chapter 3

Experiment setup

3.1 Principle of the experiment - Coaxial Jet

Coaxial jets have several applications. Especially, in the field of combustion where

mixing processes are controlled by the flow dynamics [94]. Numerous investigations
on isothermal, homogeneous coaxial jets can also be found in literature [95, 96, 97],
considering mainly the effects of initial conditions on the dynamics of the flow.

Our experiment is realized as a high temperature confined coaxial jet. The con¬

cept of the experiment was imposed by the given reaction conditions at the exit of

a solar reactor. Figure 3.1 shows a sketch of the experimental setup. The metal

vapor optionally diluted with inert gas is brought into reaction with oxygen also

diluted with inert gas when streaming from a coaxial nozzle into the reaction cham¬

ber. The metal vapor stream leaving the central nozzle is confined in the stream

of oxygen leaving the annular nozzle. The measurement compartment is kept at

nearly atmospheric pressure. The reaction zone below the nozzle is probed by a

thin laser light-sheet which crosses the measurement compartment. Fluorescence

from excited species is detected at right angle by an ICCD camera. This scheme is

intentionally similar to those used in numerous works on laminar diffusion flames -

see Refs. [98, 99, 100, 101, 92]. The coaxial nozzle can be considered as a burner

pointing downwards. The metal vapor is then considered as fuel which is confined

in the oxidizer (oxygen) streaming from the annular nozzle.

The configuration with the nozzle pointing downwards allows for easier removal

of solid particles formed as the reaction product. Avoiding solid particles is crucial

especially when the excitation wavelength Aexc, is the same as the detection wave¬

length Adet- For precise concentration measurements only the fluorescence signal
and not the scattered light needs to be registered. The setup with nozzle pointing

downwards, however, could cause problems due to convection effects i.e. the gases

could be swirled upwards. A remedy for that would be mounting the nozzle pointing

upwards. The experimental apparatus must be flexible in this respect.
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup to study the rooxidalion of metal vapor (example
for the use with zinc vapor).

The designed experimental setup allows to obtain stable laminar flow patterns,

as it will be shown later. Flow rates of fuel and oxidizer can be varied and thereby
the mixing of zincmetal vapor and oxygen can be influenced.

3.2 Material tests

The experiment is realized for the use with different metal vapors. However, the

current research done on metal oxide thermoehemieal cycles focuses on the Zn ZnO

cycle. The aggressive environment of zinc vapor and oxygen calls for special mate¬

rials to be used in the experiment. Therefore, it was decided to perform material

tests prior to constructing the experimental apparatus. The requirements for the

tested candidates were: (i) good resistance against /inc vapor and oxygen, resistance

against temperatures up to 1100 K1. (ii) good heat conductivity as well as (iii) the

ease in processing and costs. Graphite and silica are not robust enough, therefore,
steel was chosen as the material which approximately fits the requirements. Only
the resistivity against zinc vapor at high temperatures was questionable. Thus, it

EXCITED

Zn-ATOMS
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Tn case zinc is considered
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was decided to test the influence of zinc vapoi on diffeieiit types of steel. Foui types

of steel weie chosen: Steel 31GL, Steel 304, Silversteel, ETG 100. Additionally a

sample of Inconel G25 was also tested, as this nickel-based supperalloy is lepoited
to have high stlength fiom ciyogenic temperatures up to 1373 K and 1o poss(\ss ex¬

cellent oxidation and corrosion resistance [102]. The steel samples (1 cm diameter,

0.5 cm thickness) were enclosed in an evacuated and sealed silica ampoule (1.5 cm

diameter, 25 cm length) together with approx. 1.3 g of metallic zinc in foim of

pellets. This ampoule was then placed foi 18 houis in a furnace at 1100 K. The

photographs of all the samples can be seen in Figuies 3.2 and 3.3, before and after

11 eatment, respect ively.

Figuie 3.2: Steel samples prior to the exposme to the zinc vapor, a Steel 31 GL, b

Steel 304, c - Silversteel, d - ETC 100, e - Inconel G25.

The ETG 100 sample lemained unchanged aftei the expeiiment. In case of In¬

conel G25, Steel 304 and Silversteel a matt layer of zinc on the surface is visible. The

surface of the Steel 316L sample was even molten. Appaiently, a low melting point

alloy with zinc was formed which is seen on the right side as a dent on the edge of

the sample (indicated by the arrow).

Finally, it was decided to choose ETG 100 as the main material to manufacture

the experimental setup since it showed no visible changes after the treatment and

therefore no indications that a reaction with zinc vapoi took place.
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Figure 3.3: Steel samples after the exposure to the zinc vapoi. a Steel 31GL, b

Steel 304, c - Silversteel. d ETG 100, e Inconel 62,r>.

3.3 Coaxial nozzle

The conti al paît of the expeiiment a I setup is the coaxial nozzle depicted in Figure

3.4 It consists of two main paits: the central nozzle (CN) and the annulât nozzle

(AN). The annulai nozzle has a cioss-section of 0.631 cm2 and is heated with a

heating wire2(TH). To prevent the gas heateis and the nozzle elements fiom si long

oxidation, oxygen is diluted with nitiogen. The outer and inner surface of the annu¬

lar nozzle is coated with a thin layei of gold. Similarly, gold coveis the outei surface

of the central nozzle, excluding the innei surface weie the metal vapor stieams.

This coating also helps in preventing from corrosion duo to the hot oxygen gas. The

annular nozzle (AN) is heated soparatelv. The geometiy of this nozzle allows foi an

enhanced contact between the leaetants streaming from both nozzle parts (central
and annulai). The tip of the cential nozzle protrudes beyond the annular nozzle.

In this way the central gas stieam is confined in the annular one. Additionally, the

oxygon flow leaves the nozzle undei the angle of 23° with respect to the symmetry

axis. A moie detailed geometiy of the coaxial nozzle can be found in Figuie 3.5.

Iheimocoax SEI 15 100
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the heated coaxial nozzle of the experiment. Zn zinc

pellets (or othei metal pellets), HT - heated tube, CN core nozzle and AN -

annulai nozzle; GHC giaphite crucible, N2in - nitrogen mlet. 02m oxygen inlet,

TII1-T113 Thcimocoax heating wiies. TC1-TC5 thermocouples. CP top flange.
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TH TC

AN CN

Figure 3.5: Coaxial nozzle - detailed view. Til Thormoeoax heating wire, CN -

central nozzle, AN - annular nozzle, TC - Thermocouple.

3.4 Furnace

In the furnace mounted on the top of the coaxial nozzle (see Figure 3.4). metal pellets

are evaporated. The furnace (10 cm diameter, 15 em height) is heated by a heating
wire'"1. The use of a graphite crucible (CRC) avoids the direct contact between the

molten metal and the steel walls of the furnace. The metal vapor is then diluted by
inert gas from gas inlet (N2in) at the top of the furnace. The metal vapor pressure

is assumed to correspond to the partial pressure at the given temperature. The

metal vapor-inert gas mixture is then transferred via a steel tube (HT) heated with

a heating wire4 to the central nozzle (CN). The nozzle has a cross-section of 7.85 •

10 \-m2.

3.5 Gas heating

The gas heater used in our experiment bases on a device developed in Ref. |22j. The

gas flows through a u-shaped Inconcl tube (IT) with a diameter of 1 cm and a total

length of 80 cm (see Figure 3.6). Inside the I ube, two heat ing wires (TH1, TII2)5 are

placed. The heating wires form dense turns in order to (ill most of the tubes volume.

Both wires have a total of 200 coils, hi this way. the contact surface between the

slow flowing gas and the heating wire is enlarged and the heat transfer coefficient

is increased. The heating wires can reach a maximum temperature of 1373 K, pro¬

vided that a good heat contact is ensured i.e. the wire is soldered on a metallic

surface in a groove. In our heater, the heat transfer coefficient is significantly lower-

as the heating wire forms a self standing coil. The1 maximum temperature is limited

to 1173 K according to the technical specifications. Another limitation comes from

'Tlicrmocoax SEI If> 400

4Tliormocoax SEI 15 200

"'Thermocoax SEI 15 100
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the melting point of about 1200 K of the solder used for the the Ineonel tube. The

Theimocoax temperature is measured by a theimocouple (TCI) placed between two

coils. The gas tempeiatuie is measured at the gas heaters exit by another thermo¬

couple (TC2) and controlled by means of a PID contiolloi. In oidei to minimize

GO

i

'TC2

-

^ TCI"

rj,
**// // '/ /

y / / /
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Figure 3.Ci: Schematic of the gas heatei. Gl gas inlet, GO -

gas outlet, TH1-TH2

- Thermoeoax heating whes. TC1-TC2 thermocouples.

heat losses, all thieo gas heateis aie placed close to each other in a thermally insu¬

lated housing (38 cm width. 22 cm height, 60 cm depth) at hoiizontal position. The

housing is mounted as close as possible to the fuinace-noz/le system. The unheated

connection between the gas heater output and the heated fuinace-nozzle system (a
6 mm copper tube) is kept short (approx. 15 cm length) and is theimally insulated

(similar to the afore mentioned housing).

Hoatmg power is provided by six electric transformers with a working voltage of

U = 110 V and a cuiient of J = 7.5 A equipped with a digital relay controlled by

a PID algorithm piogiammed in LabView. Tempeiatiues are measured at different

positions by theimocouples. The tempeiatuie lead/contio] system togethei with

the data acquisition system aie described in detail in the Appendix A.

3.6 Reaction chamber

The complete fuinace and the nozzle (FU. NOZ) aie mounted on the top flange
of the leaction chamber depicted in Figure 3.7. The top flange (TF), in turn, is

mounted on the top of a windowed section with four fused silica windows forming

a cioss (W). Spacer modules of different heights can be placed below the top flange
and therefore allow mounting the furnace and nozzle, at different heights above the

windowed section. In this way, different heights of the nozzle stream can be piobed

by the laser sheet. The complete chamber has a double-wall construction. The space
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between the walls can be evacuated and acts as thermal insulation. An additional

ME

i i

Ulf.

FU

NO

DIR

W

VAC-ISO

CP

EXA

Figure 3.7: Expansion chamber. ME - perforation, FU - furnace, NO - nozzle. DIR

distance ring. W - fused silica windows, VAC - vacuum isolation. CP copper

plate, EXA - exhaust outlet.

gas stieam of heated nitrogen can be established inside the reaction chamber by

supplying nitrogen to the top flange through the inlet (N2in). The gas How streams
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at the flanges bottom via a perforation (ME) for details see Figure 3.8.

ME

N2in

Figure 3.8: Top flange side and bottom views. N2in - nitrogen supply, ME -

perforation.

3.7 Condenser and exhaust system

A water cooled (WC) perforated condenser plate (CT') is mounted at the bottom of

the reaction chamber (sec Figures 3.7 and 3.9). The gases pass through the plate
while solid particles are partly collected on it. The structure and morphology of

the buildup can be analyzed by electron microscopy, as they can provide important

information on the reaction mechanism (see also (103, 104|). The gases are cooled

with ambient air outside the reaction chamber before reaching the laboratory's ex¬

haust system. In case of experiments carried out at ambient temperatures, the gases

are removed continuously by a rotary pump. Its pumping speed is adjusted by a

valve. The rotary pump was used to work below ambient pressure and allow for a

faster removal of gases (especially between the measurements). In principle working
at ambient pressure without a pump, would also be possible.

3.8 Gas supply

The experiment uses a total of four gas supply lines: All gas flows are controlled

by mass-flow controllers6. Teflon hoses with a diameter of 6 mm are used together

6Bronkhorst Hi Tec
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wc

CP

Figure 3.9: CP - Copper plate, WC water cooling.

Table 3.1: Gas supply and flow controllers.

Gas Device Flow

N2 Furnace/core nozzle 0-0.002 1/min

N2 Ring nozzle 0 20 1/min

o2 Ring nozzle 0 20 1/min

N2 Top flange/Reaction chamber 0 50 1/min

with Swagelok connectors. The hot part of the gas supply uses copper tubes of

6 mm diameter. Nitrogen and oxygen gases of 99.999 % purity are used'. The

oxygen and nitrogen flows for the annular nozzle are premixed. The volume ratio

(oxygen/nitrogen) is set before entering the heater.

3.9 PLIF Setup

The PLIF setup is shown in Figure 3.10. The light-sheet (LS) formed in the one

dimensional beam expander (BE) consisting of a cylindrical lens (/ = —40 mm)
and a plano-convex lens (/' — 400 mm) traverses the reaction zone in the reaction

chamber (RC) passing two fused silica windows (Wl, W2). Fluorescence (FL) is

'Supplied by Carbagas Switzerland
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detected at right angle by an ICCD Cameia (CCD) equipped with an SLR camera

lens8. The light-sheet (LS) is sampled by two fused silica beam-splitters9 (BSl,

BS2) and projected via bi-eonvex lenses (/ = 35 nun, LI, L2) onto two fused silica

cuvettes (CUl, CU2) containing a fluorescent dye acting as a quantum countei. This

ICCD

P2 i^ ^ii P3
J>\ je §* "«I k P4

BE

FLl SSMms

FL

w<w FL2

CUl
W3

CU2

.Lj 1 ^IffiHäffiiK

RC
«msm L2

Wl

1 /1
BSl

W2

BS2 BD

RE

W4

Figure 3.10: Schematic of optics in a PLJF experiment. BE beam expandei,

BSl, BS2 beamsplitters, LI, L2 bi-convex lenses, CUl, CU2 quantum counter

cuvettes, FLl. FL2 grey filteis, PI, P2, P3 and P4 prisms, ICCD CCD cameia,

Wl. W2, W3 and W4 fused silica windows, RC reaction chamber, BD beam

dump. FL fluorescence signal. LS laser sheet.

fluorescence light is led via prisms (PI P4) onto the CCD chip the same which

acquires the fluorescence signal horn the reaction zone. Hence, the profile of the

light sheet intensity, is recorded for each image and can be used for normalization

purposes during image processing. The fluorescence signal from the cuvettes is much

more intense than the fluorescence signal from the coaxial jet. Therefore, neutral

density filters (FLl. FL2) are placed between the cuvette and the camera in order to

8MF Nikkoi 135 mm A standard SLR lens can only he used foi detection Wdvelenghts above

350 inn Foi détection m the UV region, UV-lenses are necessaiy

9Refleaivity R - 0 0028
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balance signal intensities. The OCD camera10 is equipped with an image intensifier

useful in the detection of weak fluorescence signals. A narrow band filter placed
in front of the camera lens filters out unwanted scattered or ambient light. We

used a common laser setup with an Nd:YAG laser11, a dye laser12 and a frequency
doubler1^.

3.10 Triggering and logging

Time synchronization of the data acquisition is provided by the LAMP-SYNC Out

signal of the Nd:YAG laser. This TTL pulse, produced whenever the laser flashlamj)

fires, acts as the master trigger to arm the 1CCD. Another LAMP-SYNC Out pulse
enables the camera exposure. Within the camera exposure time, a gate is generated

by the PTU sequencer which defines the integration time of the image intensifier.

The position of the gate within the camera exposure time window is set by the

image intensifier gate delay. During the integration time, the control board of the

camera PC generates a TTL pulse which triggers the LabView data acquisition

system. All the readings of volume flows, temperatures and PID settings are then

acquired and written to a file togethei with the acquired image. In this manner,

the parameters defining the experimental conditions exactly at (he moment where

a picture is taken by the IOCD camera, are acquired and stored. Figure 3.11 shows

an oscilloscope screen-shot with the various signals on it. The TH1G in the diagram
is the master trigger LAMP-SYNC Out TTL signal, simultaneous with the lamp
shot of the pumping Nd:YAG laser. The laser shot appears 5.8 //s after t he lamp
shot. PI1D is the signal from a photo diode, placed at the output ol the dye laser,

while GATE is the gate provided by the CCD camera sequencer. The gate defines

the time interval within which the fluorescence signal is acquired. The photodiode

signal served as a reference to properly place the fluorescence signal inside the gate.

1U1(> bit LaVision DynaMiglit IOCD Camera with a 512 x 512 pixel CCD- chip

"Spectra-Physics DOIMA

^Spectra-Physics QuantaKav PDL-3

"Radiant Dyes
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Experiment characterization

4.1 Flow visualization

The determination of spatially and time resolved concentration distributions does

not allow for direct conclusions on reaction kinetics without a detailed understand¬

ing of the exact flow behavior in the reaction zone. The main role of the experiment

characterization is to prove that the assumptions of the diffusion model (see Sec¬

tion 2.3) arc1 fulfilled. Also the conditions necessary for a reliable measurement have

to be identified. Flow visualization methods were considered as capable of verify¬

ing the correctness of the diffusion models assumptions. The characterization was

realized by means of the flow visualization for a non reacting system using acetone

as a fluorescent tracer. Each flow, central and annular, was seeded separately with

acetone vapoi and the reaction zone was probed by the laser light sheet tuned to

excite acetone molecules. The resulting fluorescence was detected at right angle by
the CCI) camera. Hence, a typical planar laser-induced fluorescence setup (PLIF)
was used where the fluorescence of acetone visualized the gas Hows.

There exist some important requirements for fluorescent tracers used in visual¬

ization experiments. A tracer should exhibit a high fluorescence quantum efficiency
and its fluorescence should be independent of temperature, wavelength and pressure.

A high vapor pressure of the tracer allows for high seeding ratios of the carrier gas

and a broad absorption band of the fluorescent tracer is also important in terms of

easy excitation. Finally, acetone was chosen as (he fluorescent tracer since it satisfies

all the above requirements. Numerous works can be found on the properties of ace¬

tone vapor [105, 106, 107, 108, 109. 110]. Acetone has also been successfully applied

as a fluorescent tracer in various PLIF visualization experiments [111, 112, 113, 114].

Acetone has a high vapor pressure even at ambient temperatures (see Figure 4.1)
which allows for seeding ratios up to 30% mole fraction. It absorbs light in the range

from 225-320 nm (see Figure 4.2) with a maximum around 275 run. The fluores¬

cence emitted in the range between 350 550 nm with peaks at 445 urn and 480 nm

exhibits a high quantum efficiency and is independent of local gas composition. The
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Figure 4.1: Acetone saturation vapor pressure as a function of temperature
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first excited state.
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data presented here arc taken from Ref. [115|.

Seeding of the gas flows was realized with acetone vapor from a bubbler, a bot¬

tle with liquid acetone flushed with gaseous nitrogen. The acetone fluorescence is

excited at 280 run and detected at 480 run.

It has to 1)0 emphasized that visualization experiments presented here are per¬

formed under fairly different conditions than the oxidation of metal vapors in the

reoxidation experiment. Various species properties like viscosities, heat conductivi¬

ties or diffusion coefficients can be significantly different at temperatures higher than

800 K. Hence, the results from the flow visualization experiment must be considered

as approximative. Potentially, an experiment with only metal vapor and preheated

inert gas would give a better approximation for the metal vapor reoxidation exper¬

iment at high temperature. Alternatively, a tracer like nitric oxide could be used.

There are available works where NO was detected using LJF |110. 117|. However,

the excitation wavelength of 226 nm is relatively difficult to reach and the properties

of nitric oxide also do not perfectly match the metal vapor/oxygène system.

Knowing the absorption cross-section for an acetone molecule [a — 4.7-it)-20 cm2

|1 br)|) and the seeding ratio of nitrogen with acetone vapor, the absorption coefficient

of the nitrogen/acetone mixture and the expected acetone concentrations can be

estimated. At ambient temperature, acetone exhibits a vapor pi essuie of 240 mbar

which allows a maximum seeding ratio of 30% the value of the mole fi action 1115|,
the absorption coefficient of the mixture is around 0.3 ein2iiiol_1 and we expect

concentrations of about 1.4-10 ''

mol/em ,5.

4.2 Measurement series 1 - test runs

The main purpose of these tests was to find the fluorescence signal and to perform
the optical alignment of the laser sheet path. Various volume flow settings were

tested in order to understand the behavior of both gas flows. Laminar and stable

in time flows should be achieved. Measured raw fluorescence images presented here

contain three fluorescence patterns (see Figure 4.3). The left pattern is due to the

laser sheet profile at the beam splitter 1 (in front of the reaction chamber). The im¬

age of the fluorescing gas flow from the central nozzle is seen in the middle. Finally,
the right pattern corresponds to the laser sheet profile taken at the beam splitter
2 (behind the reaction chamber). The profiles are flipped upside down on a raw

data image due to the use of two lenses (LI and L2 in Figure 3.10) in the quantum

counter cuvette paths.

Test measurements were performed for both flows (central and annular) with

relatively low laser energy. Images of fluorescence were acquired for different volume1

flow settings. The observations from the first measurements confirmed that stable
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flows can be achieved. However, the low laser energy (less than 1 m J), did not allow

foi single-shot measurements. The pressure in the chamber was kept at 900 mbar. It

turned out that the Piiani pressure sensor, applied at this stage ol the experiment,

is insufficient for reliable and stable readings. A simple mechanical manometer was

used instead. For the future pressure measurement, the use of expensive pie/o-

sensois is planned. Tn the following, the results of a hist measurement series are

piesented. The flow velocity v was estimated fiom the volume flow V and from the

nozzle cross-section A:

V

The Reynolds numbers Ih were also calculated to decide whether the flow regime

is laminar or turbulent. A Reynolds number can be calculated frorrr

ft = ^, (4-2)

where v stands for the flow velocity, d is the uo//le diameter and C denotes the

kinematic viscosity of the flowing medium. 11 this dimensionless number is lower

than 2300, the flow regime is fully laminar. Higher Reyrrolds numbers indicate a

t tabulent flow regime.

Table 4.1: Series 1 - flow settings (c central, a annular). Central flow seeded.

Series la lb le Id le If

c/a c a c/a c/a c a c a

flow (1 min) 0.1/0.1 0.8/0.4 1.2/0.4 1.6/0.4 2.0/0.4 2.10.4

velocity (m/s) 34/0.1 68/0.1 102/0.1 135/0.1 170 0.1 204 0.1

Re 1065/28 2129/28 3194/28 4258/28 5323/28 6387/28

Table 4.2: Series 1 flow settings (c central, a annular). Annular flow seeded.

Seiies lg Hi li Ij Ik 11

c/a c/a c/a c a c'a c/a

flow (1 min) 0.4/0.4 0.4/0.8 0.4/1.2 0.4/1.6 0.4 2.0 0.4/2.4

velocity (in s) 34/0.1 34/0.2 34/0.3 34/0.4 34 0.5 34/0.6

li( 1065/28 1065/56 1065/83 1065/111 1065/139 1065/167

Tn Figure 11, the raw data images (fluoiesceuce patterns) are shown for the first

measurement serres (central flow seeded). Irr each case, ten subsequent acquired
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images were summed up to increase the fluorescence signal. Inspecting the central

flow, one realizes that the images do not differ significantly from each other. The

central nozzle gas flow appears as a vertical strip of constant thickness and no

significant broadening is visible in any case. This is the result of a large velocity

difference (see also Table 4.1 and 4.2), between both flows. As the central nozzle

has a significantly smaller cross-section than the annular nozzle, a fast flowing gas

is only weakly influenced by the annular gas flow.

This observation was confirmed by the results with the annular gas flow seeded

(see Figure 4.5). Here the annular flow was kept at constant small velocity (0.1 m s)
and the central flow velocity was gradually increased. The central flow was able to

pass through the annular flow field (seen as the dark vertical strip in the middle

of each image) without visible mixing, except for the Series lg, where the central

flow obviously mixed with the annular one. An interesting effect was observed in

Series 11 where the flow field is significantly shorter as compared to other cases.

Tt was also observed that after a couple of seconds the fluorescence pattern totally

disappeared. Tt turned out that this effect has to do with the pumping speed of the

reaction chamber. Setting a higher volume flow caused an increase1 of the pressure

inside the chamber. As the setting of the valve adjusting the pumping speed re¬

mained unchanged, the gas could not be removed quickly enough from the chamber.

The resulting pressure increase in the réaction chamber caused the gas flow velocity
to decrease significantly. This, in turn, caused the shoitening of the fluorescence

pattern until the latter one finally disappeared.

Small pressure changes could not be recognized by reading out the manometer.

Additionally, the throttle valve used in the experiment did not allow to adjust the

pumping speed accurately enough. For the ultimate setup, it is planned to ap¬

ply a PID controlled throttle valve which automatically eliminates pressure changes

caused by the adjustment of volume flows. At this stage of the experiment, it was

decided to work with smaller volume flows and adjust the valve manually. Setting

to high volume flows (around 15 l/miii) resulted in a flickering unstable flow pattern

which is presented in Figure 4.6. Especially, switching on the additional outer flow

from the top cover plate resulted in destabilizing the nozzle gas flows.

A minor modification of the system was implied by the results of the test runs

(Figure 4.4 and 4.5). Namely, the large flow velocity difference between the central

and annular flow as well as the insufficient pumping speed of the reaction chamber.

First of all, the How velocities were adjusted to have at least the same order of mag¬

nitude. Secondly, the volume flows were lowered in order to minimize the pressure

changes inside the reaction chamber and avoid the reverse flow, as well as to remain

in the laminar flow regime (Be 2300). As can be seen in Table 4.1, the Reynolds
numbers for the central flow were higher than 2300 for the Series le If, indicating
the turbulent flow regime. The flow meter controlling the central volume flow did

not allow for smaller volume flows than 0.4 1/rniri. Therefore, it was replaced by an-
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Figure 4.5: Raw data images for the first measurement seiies Seiies lg
flow seeded. See Tabic 4.2 foi the flow settings.

- annulai
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Figuie 4.6: Examples of an unstable flow pattern - Series lg, annular flow seeded,

and additional outer flow (see Section 3.6) set to 10 1/min.

other one capable of reaching volume flows in the range of 0.0004-0.02 1/min. This

solution allowed to keep the actual nozzle geometry (i.e. leave the cross-sections

unchanged).

4.2.1 Improved conditions

Further experiments were carried out undei improved conditions. The lasei energy

increased from 1 to 7 m.J allowing for single shot expositions. Data acquisition was

started after several minutes of sotting time necessaiy for stabilizing flows with now

sett ings. "['ho overall flow stability also improved due to a more precise throttle valve

installed in the system.

Two important observations were made. The first one is illustrated in Figuie 4.7.

One observes the vortex structures appearing at the boundaiy layoi between the

annulai flow (pure nitrogene) and 1 he atmosphere of the reaction chambei containing
diluted acelone. The enhanced slieai foiees between the annular gas flow and the

losting chamber atmosphere caused turbulent mixing of both gases. It must be

emphasized that t mbuleut voitex structiues appeared only at very high values of the

volume flows and between the annular flow and the reaction chambers atmosphere.
At lower values of the volume flows the vortex structures were absent. This indicates

that at small volume flows, both gases exhibit a laminar flow legime which was a

general lequirement of the diffusion model.

The second observation made during the measurements with increased lasei

powei is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The laser sheet became visible in the region

acquired by the KVD Cameia. This is because acetone vapor coming from the

seeded flow remains in the leaction chamber atmosphere and emits fluorescence
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Figure 4.7: Laser sheet crossing the reaction chamber atmosphere containing diluted

acetone. Central flow - 1.2 1/min, annular flow - 20 1/min

Figure 4.8: Laser sheet visible in

annular flow - switched off

the reaction chamber. Central flow 1.2 'nun,
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when excited by the laser light. To eliminate this effect, after each measurement,

the reaction chamber was evacuated and flushed with pme nitiogen in order to re¬

move the remaining acetone. Also the level of acetone vapor in the bubbler was

decreased in a way that the tube supplying nitrogen was not immersed in liquid

acetone anymore. This resulted in a reduced paitial pressure of acetone.

4.3 Measurements series 2 - visualization results

Tn this section, the second measurement series is presented. Three measurements

with different flow velocities will be discussed in detail. They weie chosen so that

the velocity ratio vc/1\ remained approximately constant. The parameters set for

these measurements are collected in Table 4.3. The aim of the discussion is to pro¬

vide aiguments that, undei given conditions, the mixing between the central and

the annular flow is governed by diffusion. Diffusion, in turn, is a key ingredient of

the reaction model to be used for the extraction of the reaction rate constant the

main goal of the project and the investigated apparatus.

The acquhed images were processed in two ways: (i) to delivci the absolute

concentration distribution in the central flow and (ii) the relative concentration

distribution of both central and annular flows. The velocities were ineieased among

Table 1.3: Seiies 2 flow settings (c central, a - annular). 2a 2c: central How

seeded; 2d 2f: annular flow seeded.

Series 2a, 2d 2b, 2c 2c. 2f

e/a c/a c/a

flow (1/min) 0.001/0.5 0.005/1.9 0.015/5.7

velocity (m/s) 0.021,0.13 0.106/0.51 0.318/1.51

Re 2.G7/34.77 13.31/132.13 39.92 '390.42

the three cases but the velocity ratio remained constant at 0.2. Based on this three

cases, it was intended to see the influence of the annulai flow on the mixing behavior

of the system. Especially, the ability to apply the diffusion model to experimental
lesults was tested.

4.3.1 Absolute concentrations

In ordei to get absolute acetone concentrations, the acquhed images were pro¬

cessed accoiding to the procedure described in Section 2.2.3. Figme 4.9 shows

two dimensional concentration distributions in 10 5mol/l of fluorescing acetone ex¬

cited by the laser sheet in the central flow. The qualitative inspection of the innei

flow shows that it gets narrower with increasing flow velocity. The answer to the
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Figure 4.9. Intensities representing absolute concentrations of acetone vapor in the

central flow: Series 2a, 2b and 2c.

(mostion whethei this feature can be explained by diffusion alone is postponed to

the next section. Here, we verify the functioning of the optical components involved

in the measurement pioeedurc and compaie the obtained values of I ho absolute con¬

centrations with expectations.

The three images exhibit discontinuities in the fluorescence pattern visible as

dark horizontal stiipes conesponding to artificial, negative concentration values. It

was suspected that this strange effect can be induced by noise or spikes fiom cosmic

background acquired by the CCD chip of the detector. It persists despite standard

"despiking'" and "denoising" image treatments (see References [8(i, 87]). Indeed, the

c-flect is an artifact of large electronic noise in the beam profile measurements. It

was quantitatively understood and it will be described in Sectioti 4.6. Also the way

of eliminating it will be proposed. Foi test measurements, the image discontinuities

are sort of technical inconvenience not preventing from a qualitative analysis of the

flow behavior.
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The balance of incident and outgoing laser light measurement was checked by

comparing the integral laser profile intensity for background images (empty reac¬

tion chamber). The single shot raw profile intensities were multiplied by respective
correction factors due to the reflectivity of the beam splitters (-Rsphitor = 0.0028),
transmittivity of windows (Twmdow — 0.96) and the transmit tivity of the neutral den¬

sity filter sets placed behind the quantum counter cuvettes (7flfter — 0.014, T^"*, —

0.007). The resulting integral intensity of the input and output profiles differ by only
8% (see Figure 4.10). This result is satisfactory bearing in mmd the tolerances of

1.4xl0"

' 1 ' 1 i 1 i 1 i 1 i 1 ' 1 i 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 <

-

Integral intensity I0(BG) 9.6 E12

Integral intensity I (BG) 8 9 El 2 ff
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^m 4$,

285 300 315 330 345 360 375 390 405 420 435 450
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the laser intensity profiles for an empty reaction chamber

measurement.

the optical elements used and visible noise superimposed on the single shot profiles.

The measured absolute acetone concentrations in the seeded flow are of the order

10~5 mol/cm3, which is in excellent agreement with the expected concentrations of

1.4 • 10~5 mol/cm3 (see discussion in Section 4.1). This result is very promising

except of the strong fluctuations of the measured concentration as a function of

z. This particular problem which is caused by the noise in laser profiles will be

discussed later in this chapter.

4.3.2 Relative concentrations

Relative concentrations, that is the fluorescence distribution normalized by the corre¬

sponding laser profile intensity, were used to study the applicability of the diffusion

model. This quantity is proportional to the absolute concentration in situations

when the light attenuation by absorption can be neglected. Relative concentrations
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were used instead of the absolute concentrations since they are not affected by arti¬

ficial negative concentration values characteristic to the previously discussed series

of test measurements. The question arises whether the measured concentrations

can be interpreted in terms of the diffusion model. In other words, whether the

mechanism responsible for time development of the overlapping central and annu¬

lar laminar flows can be described by the diffusion model. The importance of this

question comes from the fact that the proposed model for extraction of the reaction

rate constant assumes the diffusion to be the only reason for the transversal motion

inside the flow and thus for the mixing of both flows. Possible momentum transfer

between the central and annular flow due to viscosity effects can only be accounted

for when taking a phenomenological (effective) diffusion coefficient instead of the

true coefficient.

Before the comparison of the measured and calculated intensity profiles will be

done, still two strictly technical problems need to be solved. The first one is the

modeling of the nozzle geometry. The model assumes that the initial substance

distributions are uniform on circular or annular spots in the same plane as well as

that the flow velocity is strictly perpendicular to that plane. We assume there is

no radial (horizontal) flow velocity component in the flow. The way how the nozzle

geometry was modeled is presented in Figure 4.11. Obviously, the modeling of the

Real geometry

TH

*V\N

AN

/**.

<,

TC

CN

Model geometry

1.9mm

1.0mm

Figure 4.11: Nozzle geometry. Upper part: the real geometry, lower part: the

geometry considered by the diffusion model. CN Central nozzle, AN - annular

nozzle, TC - thermocouple, TH heating wire.

central nozzle is adequate whereas the annular one may need some improvements.
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The most significant difference is that the model geometry does not take into account

the angle between the central and annular parts of the nozzle. The assumption

about the zero transversal velocity in the annular flow may not be true. The second

problem is that the model delivers the concentration distribution as a function of

(t,r) whereas the CCD camera measures the fluorescence distribution excited in

the volume defined by the intersection of the laser sheet and the three dimensional

flow field projected on the (,x, y) plane. This problem has been solved by numerical

integration of the model solution with the assumption that the laser beam forms a

rectangular prism.

Central Flow

For the comparison of the experimental data with the diffusion model calculation,

the horizontal fluorescence distributions were used for six arbitrary chosen heights
below the nozzle. The heights are listed in Table 4.4 together with the corresponding
times t bearing in mind that

z = v-1, (4.3)

where v is the axial (vertical) flow velocity. Three velocity cases, 2a - 2c, were

Table 4.4: Positions below the central nozzle tip and corresponding times at which

the experimental and model concentration distribution profiles were compared for

Series 2a - 2f.

;ion (cm) Time (s)

2a 2b 2c 2d 2e 2f

0.25 0.115 0.023 0.008 0.019 0.005 0.002

0.40 0.185 0.037 0.012 0.030 0.008 0.003

0.55 0.255 0.050 0.017 0.042 0.011 0.004

0.70 0.325 0.064 0.021 0.053 0.014 0.005

0.85 0.395 0.078 0.026 0.064 0.017 0.006

1.00 0.464 0.092 0.031 0.076 0.020 0.007

considered. The corresponding images are presented in Figure 4.12. A visual com¬

parison of the absolute concentration and the relative concentration images exhibits

similar shapes of the fluorescence patterns. One observes that with increasing ve¬

locity the broadening of the central flow towards bottom of the reaction chamber

decreases significantly. The experimental profiles obtained in this way were subject
of constant background substraction. The background intensity was estimated by

inspecting the image parts outside the flow field. Since the relative concentration

distributions were obtained with pretty noisy laser beam profiles, it was allowed in
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Figuie 1.12. Central flow, normalized concentrations foi Series 2a, 2b and 2c. Nor¬

malization pci for med using the aveiage of the input and output light sheet piofiles.

the comparison to vaiy the lelative noimalization factoi in a way that the areas

undei the experimental and the theoietical distributions aie equal. This feature has

no meaning foi the conclusion and it was introduced only foi the sake of simplicity.
Anothei minor correction was necessary because the inner flow with the highest

velocity does not flow along the symmetry axis (see Figure 4.13). To conect this

effect in the fluorescence image, the centroid value for each pixel row was calcu¬

lated. Basing on this value the pixel rows were shifted horizontally one-by-one to

the eential nozzle axis. As a result the flow dhection was exactly vertical (along
the symmetry axis). The effect of the is caused by the single and sideways gas inlet

into the annular nozzle and was also obseived in the P1V Experiment earned out at

the Fachhochschule Aaigau (foi details see Refeience 1118|). The gas inlet will be

modified in futme in order to guarantee the axial symmetry of gas hows.

Figures 4 14, 4.15 and 4.16' piescnt the comparison of the experimental central
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Symmetry

Asymmetric
r . flow

Figure 4.13: Asymmetry of the central flow caused by the sideways gas inlet.

flow intensity distributions with the diffusion model calculation assuming a common

value of the effective diffusion coefficient for all three flow velocity eases

Dpft = 0.100 cm2/* M.41

In that calculation, laser light attenuation was taken into account. Figure 4.16

represents the highest acetone concentration, a situation where the light attenuation

due to absorption cannot be neglected. This is the only ease where the asymmetry

of the theoretical distributions is clearly visible.

The agreement is remarkably good. First of all, the time development of the

flow field can be adequately described with a simple diffusion model. Secondly, even

flows with substantially different velocities can be described using the same value of

the diffusion coefficient. Thirdly, the value of the effective diffusion coefficient is very

close the one obtained from the formula given by Fuller, Sehet tier and Giddings fl!9|

1.013 • 1Q-'2T 1 75

D

777 1 +77] 2

777 17771

p </ZF*i </TÄ^2
(4.r,;

where /; is the pressure in Pa. T the temperature in K, m\, rn2
- the molar masses

in kg/mol and //|, //2
- the dimensionless diffusion volumes defined in Ref. |11!)|.

For the mixture of acetone vapor and nitrogen the diffusion coefficient, calculated

according to the above formula, equals D = 0.126 cm2, s.

Annular Flow

The procedure described above was repeated for images taken for the annular flow

seeded with acetone. The corresponding images are presented in Figure 4.17. In
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Figure 4.17: Annulai flows, normalized concentrations (oi Hours 2d, 2e and 2f.

contrast to the previous ease, mapping of the real annulai nozzle cross-section to

the model geometry is ambiguous as (an be seen in Figure 4.18. This problem is

especially significant (or the inner radius r"""n. It has been assumed that the free

expansion of the annular gas flow begins from the arbitrarily chosen plane B since

on the plane A the gas flow is still bound by the central nozzle body. The guidance
for this choice were the dimensions of the annular gas flow just below the nozzle

tip. The effective ladii of the annular nozzle were finally set to r"11" = 2.1 mm and

rfsx = 5.5 mm.

The diffusion model oak illations with a common value of the diffusion coefficient

applied for all three velocity eases failed. Generally, the predicted concentrations

near the symmetry axis were too low. It has been recognized that due to the real

geometry of the annular nozzle outlet, a tadial drift of the gas flow towards the

symmetry axis takes place. In other words, in the experiment there exists a sub¬

stantial tadial flow velocity component which is neglected m the ptesent diffusion
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A #Ar
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yinax
2 ^min
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Figure 4.18: Details of the real annular nozzle and the model geometry, v - annular

(low velocity, v, - axial component, vr radial component.

model calculation. In order to prove this hypothesis, the calculations were repeated

and the radial drift was simulated by artificially increasing the diffusion coefficient.

Since the radial flow velocity component depends on the axial gas flow velocity, one

can expect that different values of the effective diffusion coefficient will be necessary

in the three considered cases. A satisfactory description of the experimental con¬

centration profiles was obtained, assuming the effective diffusion coefficient values

which are summarized in Table 4.5. The results are shown in Figures 4.19. 4.20 and

4.21.

Table 4.5: Effective diffusion coefficients for the annular flow series 2d - 2f.

Series 2d 2e 2f

Annular flow velocity (m/s) Ü.1H 0.51 1.51

Effective diffusion coefficient (em2/s) 0.2 0.6 2.0

Applying artificially higher (effective) diffusion coefficient values cannot fully

compensate for the radial flow velocity since the diffusion causes the molecules to

move not only towards the symmetry axis but also away from it. This explanation
is confirmed by the visible deterioration of the agreement between the experimental

and the calculated concentration distribution profiles with increasing flow velocity,

(^specially on the outside slopes. It is more important for the future experiment with

metal vapors and oxygen that the area close to the central nozzle outlet (where the
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reaction takes place) will be correctly described by the diffusion model.

One-parameter fit of a two-dimensional image

The extraction of the effective diffusion coefficients for both central and annular

flows was then repeated in a more general and reproducible way using the least-

squares fit of the two-dimensional model flow field to the experimental data. For

this purpose the x2-function was calculated for a number of model distributions

which, in turn, were calculated with the diffusion coefficient values in the expected

range. The y2-criterion

X £
(ir - nh?

= (S/N)2 £
v S/N i

mxpf

th\2

(4.6)

assumed the statistical weights corresponding to the signal-to-noise ratio1 S/N — 8.

The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4.22. The observed minima of the x2-
function are shallow due to large fluctuations of the experimental data. Nevertheless,
the findings made previously by fitting the selected one-dimensional profiles are

fully confirmed: all three velocity cases for the central flow are well reproduced by
a common value of the effective diffusion coefficient while the annular flows need

different effective diffusion coefficient values for different flow velocities. The results

are collected in Table 4.6.

CENTRAL FLOW

-

v1 = 0.021 m/s

v,
= 0.106 m/s

-vt = 0.318 m/s

I D,CO = 0.11cm!/s

D, (qm'/s)

'S 10

ANNULAR FLOW

-—v2 = 0.132 m/s

• -

vx = 0 502 m/s

-4-v,= 1.505 m/s

\^r

Di(^mn) = Ubar//i

DjCt'j^ 0.2 cm2/s

0s(O= 2 ° cmî's

D,(onJ/s)

Figure 4.22: v2-criterion for the two-dimensional fit of the model flow field to the

experimental data. Left panel - central flows, right panel - annular flows. Arrows

indicate the minima.

Despite the encountered complications in the description of the annular flow,
the main conclusion of the above study is that the laminar flows generated by the

lrrhe most probable source of additional fluctuations was the image intensifier as it will be

discussed in detail in Section 4.6. The value of S/N was obtained from the analysis described in

Appendix C.
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Table 4.6: Two-dimensional fit of the effective diffusion coefficient.

Central Annular

V D -AD +AD V D -AD +AD

(m/s) (cm2/s) (cm2/s) (cm2/s) (m/s) (cm2/s) (cm2/s) (cm2/s)

0.021 0.10 -0.03 10.07 0.132 0.20 -0.02 +0.03

0.106 0.12 -0.04 f0.09 0.502 0.60 -0.03 10.03

0.318 0.11 -0.05 +0.20 1.505 2.00 -0.04 1-0.07

characterized nozzle seem to be governed by diffusion. It is justified to apply the

diffusion model for the extraction of the reaction rate constant from tho reacting

laminar flows produced by the constructed nozzle. Should the ultimate nozzle ge¬

ometry still have the property of generating the radial drift velocity in the annular

gas flow, the diffusion model must be modified accordingly.

4.4 CFD

There were also CFD calculations performed externally at The FHA Fachhochschule

Aargau (Switzerland), by taking into account the real nozzle geometry and a non

reacting flow with a nitrogen/acetone mixture. The results for the three afore men¬

tioned velocity cases (see Table 4.2) are presented below in Figure 4.23 and represent

acetone concentrations for both the central and annular flow. A visual (qualitative)
comparison of the calculated acetone concentration images with our experimental

absolute and relative acetone concentration images (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.12),
exhibits close similarities in the shape of the central flow. We observe also here that

the broadening of the central flow decreases with increasing flow velocity. In the

annular flow images the unseeded central flow can be observed which is penetrating
the annular (seeded) flow field, similarly to Figure 4.17. A detailed description of

the CFD calculation can be found in the work of M. Weder [120].

4.5 Simulation of reacting flows

The detailed analysis of non reacting concentric flows shows that the mixing of

substances seems to be governed by diffusion in a broad range of velocities. The

diffusion model is then planned to be used for the interpretation of images taken

with reacting flows. The question arises what arc the optimal conditions for the

extraction of the reaction kinetic parameters? As the experiment has not delivered

the real data yet, the response of the system was studied using simulated data.

For this purpose, theoretical model calculations for different reaction rate constants

were performed using the MATLab script "DIFF_kin.m" (see in the Appendix D).
This script solves numerically the differential equations of the reacting system as
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Figure 4.23: Results of CFD calculations for Series 2a 2f. Data icpresent acetone

concentrations.

desciibed in Section 2.3. The input parameters are itiitial concentiation distribu¬

tions C" and Cu2 of both icactants, the corresponding diflusion coefficients D\ and

D2, the reaction rate constant k and the simplified nozzle geometry (taking into

account only the cross-sections of both central and annulai nozzle parts as shown

in Figure 4.11).

As a result of these calculations, the density distributions of all involved sub¬

stances are obtained for the axially symmetric flow field (r,z). The experimentally
measured concentrations, fiowever. result from a finite volume which is cut out

from the flow field by the thin laser sheet, as illustrated in Figure 4.24. Tn order

to obtain the "synthetic" fluorescence distribution which reflects the experimental
conditions one has to (i) calculate the attenuation of light passing the theoretical

density distribution p(i\ z) and (ii) project the resulting distribution of the absorbed

light /(.r, y. z) onto the (r,z) plane. The induced fluorescence distribution If(r,y,z)
is equal to /(.;, y,z) if we assume the quantum efficiency <7f

— 1. Both steps are

realized by the MATLab script '"PLIF cut" (Appendix D) by numerical integration
of the equations:

dl(r.^z) = -(Tj{x,ii,z)f){i{ji,ti\z)dd, (4.7)
r+Ay/2

I(j.z) - / /(/v/.^V, (4.8)
./-Ay/2
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nozzle

Kiguie 4.24: Volume of the flow-field coveted by the laset sheet in the teaction zone.

where Atj denotes the thickness of the laser sheet. Staiting with the uniform laser

input profile Tm(j = io.t/, z) = 1, one obtains also the attenuated output laset

profile iorm:

W-* =•*!,--)= r^'l
"

r/(/'[l-/(/,(/',-.)]. (4.9)
J m J Ay/2

In this simulation, both the input /^"lp y and output /'„',"*'y ])ioflles foi the empty

chamber measurement aie assumed to be identical and normalized to 1.

An example of generated synthetic data is shown in Figure 4.25. The calculation

was done foi the leaction late constant Ä = 100 cm1 s (assuming both stoichiometiie

coefficients U\ and v± to be 1), the diffusion coefficient D = 1.9b' cm2 s (taken from

|22j foi the zinc'nitrogen mixture) and for the flow velocities of 0.16 m/sec. For

simplicity, the geometrical distortion effects were neglected. The plot in the upper

left panel (a) shows the generated laset profiles Im{.i = .*0, -), Ami {j- — Ji, ~) and the

quantity c as defined in Equation 2.34. In the lowei left panel (c), the concent l at ion

distribution is plotted in the inteisection of the laser beam with the flow field,

piojected onto the (j,:)-plane. The plot in the lower right corner (d) represents

the corresponding fluoiescence distiibution. As expected, a slight asymmetry can

be recognized heie, since the laser light penetrating the flow field gets attenuated
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Figure 4.25: Synthetic data for reacting flows

and, subsequently, excites less fluorescence. Finally, in the upper right panel (b).
the concentialion in the volume traced by the laser is plotted as a fun< tion of z.

4.6 Synthetic noise

Test measurements performed with non reacting flows exhibit relatively large noise.

C'aieful inspection of the components used, led to the conclusion that the most

probable source of this feat ure was the image intensifier of the CCD camera working
at high gain2 values (in our case at gain - 10). Such noise can be suppressed by

woiking with lower intensifier gain (or even without the image intensifier) if there

is enough fluorescence signal. This is certainly possible for the laser profiles as the

current system of neutial density filters can be redesigned. Foi the fluorescence

distribution, the only way to increase the intensity is by increasing the lasei power

or l)v prolonging the exposure time of the camera (i.e. by summing images induced

by multiple lasei shots).

!1(). is the maximum vdlue foi tin- LaVision DymiMight 100D Camoia
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One of the important goals of the study with simulated reacting flows was to

understand the influence of the noise effects on the accuracy of the extracted reaction

rate constant and thereby to identify the optimal measurement conditions. From

the theoretical point of view, the influence of noise can be understood by inspecting
the equations used to calculate the absolute concentiation distributions. If we define

the relative measured fluorescence signal emitted by the detected substance:

Jo I{.r'.z)<!x'

and substitute it to Equation 2.32, the resulting detected concentration p integrated

over the laser sheet thickness will read

p(,,^i 'Ufa-*
. (4.11)

Performing the integration of the concentration, the total concentration of the de¬

tected species equals

mm = r m,'. ,)*'=^ r
.

^y (4,2)
O";, <> i-e(z)-C Mx",z)di

Hence

-^ < M{z) < —^ • -" (4-13)
<ra 1 - e.{z) atl

From Equation 4.13 it can bo concluded that the noise on the factor t-(z) dominates.

The quantity r is calculated from the laser profiles, thereby the signal to tioise ratio

of the laser profiles (S/N)v will be crucial and not the signal to noise ratio of the

fluorescence from the flow field (S/N)f. A detailed discussion of this problem can

be found in Appendix C.

Having the possibility to generate synthetic data, the above formulated conclu¬

sion can be tested by applying the synthetic noise to the laser profiles and to the

fluorescence from the flow field. In the following, modeling of noise superimposed on

the synthetic data is briefly described. It was assumed that the noise is statistically
dominated (statistical noise) and follows the Poisson distribution

PPt"^u{n. Nq) =

W*13^ '

\ (4.14)
7?!

where r? stays for the number of successes in N random trials with constant probabil¬

ity q each. The size of the noise is controlled by a given signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
which can be set separately for the fluorescence signal (S/N){ and for the laser pro¬

files (S/N)p. Moreover, the simulation assumes that the noise is independent in all

image components, i.e. in the laser profiles and in the fluorescence distribution. We
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identify the measured "noisy" CCD camera signal with landom variable n, the basic

signal (without noise) with the expectation value n = Nq and the size of the noise

signal with the standard deviation a = \fWq. This is why we have /"/ =-- (S/N)2.
The noisy signals were generated using the random number geneiator "poissrnd.m1'
from MATLab implementation. The following expressions icpiesent the ("noisy'")
intensities of the laser profiles and the fluorescence distribution.

rC'lllJ>tv/,A
in V ~ I

,i'mptv/ -,

•'out \-i

Uz)

^uut(~J

hU-z)

PoltaSOIl f rCinpIv / „\ I

(1 |/m,niodill~M

Poisson Trt'iiiptv / \

'J Mont model ^ "V'

S/N)v

!ftm[Iuhmo<M(z)AS/N)v\

[if,model (Ä'/iV

(4.15)

1,ütew,1[^utulUdoi("),(.s7iV)p]
Poisson

9 IJ f,model

Below, an example ol simulated data is piesented where the signal-to-noise ratios

were assumed to be very low. i.e. (S/N)p — 30 and (S/N)[ = 30, respectively.

Figure 4.26 illustrates the results. The ordei of plots is the same as in Figure 4.25.

The simulated quantity e (panel a) shows negative values and the concent ration

_q0 6

ni

100

-06-04-02 0 02 04 06

x-position (cm)
-06-04-02 0 02 04 06

x-position (cm)

Figure 4.20: Synthetic data foi a reacting flow with {S/N)p = 30 and (S/N)i = 30.

distribution (panel c) exhibits discontinuities. The similarity with the experimental
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results presented in Figure 4.9 cannot be overseen. This coirfhms the hypothesis that

the large noise of the laser profiles was responsible for artificial negative absolute

concentration values. The uncertainty of the reaction rate constant k extracted from

such data will be large.

4.7 Extraction of the reaction rate constant k

One way to extract the reaction rate constant k from experimental data is to com¬

pare the measured time evolution of the concentration of one reactant with that

calculated by the diffusion model. In other words, one observes how quickly the

reactant is consumed by the reaction as a function of time or, equivalently, as a

function of 2-position in the flow. This kind of information was already illustrated

in Figure 2.8. One needs only to find the model curve representing the time evolu¬

tion of the reactant concentration with the k value best fitting to the experimental
data. An interpolation procedure was prepared and tested with the simulated data.

It is programmed in the MATLab script "FIT_kin" (see in the Appendix D). The

script "FITkin" fits k to the experimental data by interpolating between the reac¬

tant concentration time evolution curves calculated previously by the "DIFF_kin"
and "PUF_cut" scripts. The density of reactant concentration time evolution curves

quickly increases with increasing k. For small k values, they are well resolved while

for values above k — lO'OOO they become close to each other. Assigning a single k

value to the experimental data becomes hardly possible This is an indication that

the reacting system approaches the "flame sheet regime" (diffusion limited) where

the diffusion model is no more applicable.

It was found that a reliable and economic (in terms of computing time) result is

obtained when the cubic spline interpolation of the reaction rate constant value k

(MATLab implementation "spline.m") is carried out m the log /c-space rathei than in

the fc-space. Model calculations were performed for 16 values of k distiibuted more

or less uniformly in the range 0 < \ogk < 5 (1 < k < 100'000). The results are

plotted in Figure 4.27

The exti action of the reaction rate constant k was performed for two cases of

the synthetic data chaiacteiized by the same value k — 100 (known a priori) and

significantly different (S/N)p— (S/N)f combinations. In the first case, the theoretical

laser profiles were generated with (S/N)p — 300 and the fluorescence distribution

with (S/N){ — 100 while in the second case these quantities were equal to (S/N)p =

1000 and (S/N)f = 10, respectively. The results of the fit are presented in Figure 4.28

and in Figure 4.29, respectively. Therein, the solid lines represent the reactant

concentration time evolution curves with the fitted values of k and the dashed lines

illustrate the statistical uncertainty band drawn at x'2 = Xmm + 1- The fitted values

(k = 110^46 and k — 98t\'l) agree very well with the value k = 100 that was input

to the simulations. Moreover, the former expectation that the unceitainty of k is
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Figure 4.27: Fraction of the reactant remaining in the system after time t for different

reaction rate constant k values.

dominated by the uncertainties of the laser profiles is well confirmed here. A low

signal-to-noise ratio of the fluorescence signal from the flow field (S/N){ has almost

no influence on the uncertainty of the derived reaction rate constant, whereas a low

value of (S/N)p significantly increases this uncertainty.

This result is of primary importance for the experiment as the quantity e can

(in principle) be measured very accurately (with low statistical uncertainty). This

is due to the fact that the laser sheet intensity profiles can be measured with low

noise using optimized optical elements and detection system. The fluorescence signal

very much depends on the fluorescence quantum efficiency, e.g. it depends on the

physical properties of a certain substance and therefore its noise cannot be dumped
in an easy way.

4.8 Influence of the geometrical distortion effect

In the analysis of the raw experimental fluorescence images, in order to extract

the absolute concentration distribution, an assumption is made that the laser sheet

divergence is kept low. This assumption allows for the use of compact analytical
formulas as described in Section 2. However, having the computer tools for the

construction of the synthetic data and having known a prion the absolute concen¬

tration distribution, one can estimate the systematic errors to be expected if laser

divergence is ignored in the analysis. The test involves four steps, given below:
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Time (s)

Figure 4.28: Fit of the reaction rate constant k to the synthetic data with k ~

100, (S/N)p = 300 and (S/N)t = 100. Solid line represents the best fit reactant

concentration time evolution curve, while the dashed lines illustrate the uncertainty

band drawn at \2 ~ Xmia + 1-

Time (s)

Figure 4.29: Same as Figure 4.28 but for k = 100, (S/N)p = 1000 and (S/N)f = 10.
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1. Start with a known concentration distribution (synthetic data from the diffu¬

sion model on a rectangular grid).

2. Pass a divergent laser sheet and obtain a fluorescence distribution (new trape¬

zoidal grid due to divergence of the laser sheet).

3. Reconstruct the absolute concentration distribution from the fluorescence dis¬

tribution, ignoring the laser sheet divergence (rectangular grid).

4. Compare the reconstructed absolute concentration distribution with the initial

one.

In the following the procedure is described in detail: the starting point for the test

is an absolute concentration distribution p(x, z) obtained from the diffusion model

for the reaction rate constant k ~ 100, the flow velocity vc — 1 cm/s and a dif¬

fusion coefficient D — 1.96 cm2/s, on a dense rectangular grid Aar = 0.0125 cm,

Ay = 0.0125 cm, Az — 0.01 cm (step 1.). The projection of this distribution from

the volume traced by the laser beam onto the (x, z) plane is plotted in Figure 4.31

(panel a). Then the synthetic fluorescence distribution was calculated by passing a

divergent laser sheet through this distribution. It was assumed that the laser beam

is divergent in one dimension, z, i.e. the light intensity in vacuum changes linearly
with x and does not change with y. The light absorption in the medium was cal¬

culated by the numerical integration of Equation 2.25 along the (divergent) light

rays. This leads to a new grid (x', z') with a trapezoidal mesh (see Figure 4.30).
The necessary values of the initial concentration in the new grid points (divergent
laser sheet) were obtained by cubic spline interpolation (MATLab implementation

"spline.m"). The induced fluorescence signal, which is proportional to the amount

of the absorbed light, was subsequently transformed back from the new grid (x',
y') to the old grid (x, y), again by spline interpolation. In this way, a synthetic
fluorescence distribution which is induced by a divergent laser sheet was obtained

(step 2.). The numerical accuracy of this procedure is limited solely by the grid size.

The synthetic fluorescence distribution was generated, assuming conservatively that

the height of the input and output laser profiles differ by 2 mm, in order to estimate

the upper limit of the geometrical distortion effect.

The absolute concentration distribution p'(x, z) was then reconstructed from the

previously obtained fluorescence distribution with the usual Equation 2.24, totally

ignoring the fact that the exciting light was divergent e.g. setting the geometrical
distortion factor 7 = 0 (step 3.). The result can be seen in Figure 4.31 (panel
b). The reconstructed absolute concentration distribution was then compared with

the original one by calculating (for each horizontal pixel row) the normalized ratio

\p' — p\/p (step 4.). This result is plotted in Figure 4.31 (panel c).

The largest differences in the absolute concentration distribution appear just be¬

low the nozzle tip and arc only of about 1%. In the remaining parts of the image,
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figure 4.30: Two grids representing the light rays in a non-divergent (old grid) and

divergent (now grid) laser sheet

the differences are by far less than 1CA. The situation becomes even better when

one compares the reconstructed (triangles) and original (solid line) concentration

traced by the laser sheet in Figure 4.31 (panel d). Both curves are difficult to be

distinguished.

The conclusion of the above exercise is that for strongly divergent laser sheets

(2 mm height difference in front of and behind the reaction chamber), the systematic
errors (resulting when ignoring the laser sheet divergence in the analysis), are mostly
below 1%. This, in turn, means that for the experimentally achievable laser sheet

divergence the geometrical distortion effect is totally negligible.
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Chapter 5

Gas heater test

The gas heater in the experimental setup was rebuilt basing on the heater device used

in the experiment of Ref. [22]. The decision to copy an existing construction with

small improvements1 was made, taking into account simplicity and cost effectiveness.

Three gas heaters were now located closely above each other and were enclosed in

thermal insulation. The gas preheating system was tested with a setup consisting

of the following components:

1. PID relais box and transformers for driving all heating wires.

2. Gas heater for the central and annular nozzle flows consisting of three inde¬

pendent heating lines.

3. Teflon hose gas connections exchanged for copper tubes.

The dependence of the gas temperature on the volume flow was measured. The

test runs were repeated and took approx. 45 min each. The gas temperatures

achieved, measured with the thermocouples placed inside the gas heater tubes (see
Figure 3.6), are summarized in Table 5.1. Despite setting of the heating wire working

Table 5.1: Temperatures of the gas flows, furnace and nozzle in the experimental

setup achieved during the test run.

Heater Volume flow Set PID Outlet gas

(1/min) temperature (°C) temperature (°C)

central nozzle 0.020 850 450 (500)

annular nozzle 6.0 850 650

temperature close to the maximum allowed value of 850 °C the temperature of the

xThe Inconel 625 rod on which the heating wire was coiled, was removed before assembling the

device. In this way the flowing gas can also pass the inner part of the coil. The contact surface

between the gas and the heater is larger.
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central gas flow was insufficient to avoid metal vapor2 condensation when entering

the furnace. It was tried to increase the central flow gas temperature by applying

an external tape heater on the unheated tube between the gas heaters outlet and

the furnace. After this improvement the resulting temperature at the outlet reached

approx. 500 °C. Finally, the experiment was interrupted as a permanent damage

of two gas heaters occurred. Later inspection showed that the solders of the heater

tubes were molten and the heating wires were damaged due to local overheating.

Generally, three important observations were made during this test:

1. Insufficient gas preheating - this is a result of the low volume flow of about

0.020 1/min. For the annular nozzle, where the volume flow was significantly

higher (6 1/min) the gas flow temperatures around 650 °C were achieved. At

the volume flow of about 20 1/min the gas temperatures approached the desired

850 °C.

2. Gas temperature drops quickly at unheated parts of the system. An example is

here the 15 cm long unheated copper tube connecting the gas heater outlet with

the furnace and nozzle where the temperature decreased by approx. 200 °C.

3. The thermocouple tip in the gas flow inside of a hot tube is presently without

any kind of thermal shield. The reliability of the gas temperature measurement

in such circumstances is questionable.

The heater test showed that efficient heating of the gas flows will be possible with

the available gas heater only for faster flows. The slow flowing gas, especially in

the central flow, does not reach the desired temperature due to the laminar flow

regime where the heat transfer between the heating wire and the preheated gas is

insufficient. Fast flowing gases are easier to preheat as it could be seen in the case

of 6 1/min gas flow. For slow gas flows, another gas heating system is necessary.

A simple alternative gas heating solution would be to make use of the fact

that gases at higher flow rates can be preheated effectively to the desired tem¬

perature. The existing u-shaped Inconel 625 tube could be operated at gas flow

rates of 20 1/min or higher to guarantee desired gas temperatures. A second small

gas outlet mounted before the standard gas outlet would allow to produce a small

gas flow of the desired temperature. The remaining preheated gas could be cooled

with ambient air down to temperatures allowing for the use of a standard labora¬

tory exhaust system3. Furthermore the connections between the gas heater and the

nozzle should be heated separately in order to avoid temperature losses. Shielding
of thermocouples and isolating them thermally from hot surfaces could increase the

temperature measurement reliability. Finally, solders with a higher melting temper¬

ature should be used.

2During the test, zinc vapor data, was taken as a reference
3A similar' cooling device was already built and mounted at the reaction chambers exhaust
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A different approach to overcome the gas heating problems would be to increase

the central nozzle cross section and equalize it with the annular cross-section. This

would allow for the use of higher gas volume flows (which are easier to preheat), ob¬

taining the same gas flow velocities from both parts of the nozzle. Connecting both

afore mentioned ideas (alternative gas heater and increased central nozzle cross-

section) is also possible.

A totally different gas-heater concept presented in [121] might also bo taken into

consideration. This heater, bases on a bed of electrically heated graphite chips. The

gas to be preheated passes the graphite chips bed. The heater is reported to be

successfully operated at temperatures around 1673 K. A modification is proposed
in order to allow for the handling of oxidizing gases, by the use of ferrochrome or

silicon carbide chips instead of graphite, as the heating element.
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Test of zinc vapor LIF



Chapter 6

Test of zinc vapor LIF

The goal of this part was to perform a feasibility study with regard to excitation

and detection of zinc vapor, by means of the LIF technique. From the spectroscopy

point of view there exist a few possibilities to perform laser excitation of zinc vapor.

The properties and consequences of these methods were analyzed in order to choose

one excitation/detection scheme for zinc vapor and run a test experiment.

6.1 Excitation and detection of zinc vapor

In this section four techniques to excite zinc atoms are presented. Their properties
and consequences were discussed shortly. For convenience, a partial energy-level

diagram for neutral zinc is shown in Fig. 6.1. The corresponding transitions, and

wavelengths for all four methods, are summarized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Excitation and detection transitions/wavelengths for zinc.

Method Exc.-transition ^exc Det .-transition Adet,

I Pi <— So 213.9 nm

]D2^ 1P! 636 nm 3D, - 3P2 334.5 nm

II 'D2^- % 2 x 320 nm 'D2^ IP« 636 nm

III *Pl - 'So 213.9 nm 'Pi - 'So 213.9 nm

IV 3Pi <- 'So 307.6 nm 3Pi - 'So 307.6 nm

LIF measurements of zinc are mostly limited to resonance fluorescence, and

therefore, the laser light scattering at the excitation wavelength is a limiting factor.

• Method I: authors of Ref. [77] performed double-resonance (two-color) laser-

induced fluorescence studies of zinc in the inductively coupled plasma using

stepwise excitation of zinc at 213.9 nm and 636 nm. The fluorescence signal was

detected near 334.5 nm, which corresponds to known Zn transitions originating
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Figure 6.1: Partial energy-level diagram for neutral zinc.

from the 3Dj state, thermally coupled1 to the laser excited state, 1D2. This

method exhibits a very good spectral selectivity, as the fluorescence detection

wavelength differs from both excitation wavelengths. In parallel this makes

the application in a PLIF setup (laser beam expanded to a laser light-sheet)
impossible.

• Method II: a two-photon excitation of zinc atoms at 320 nm was performed by
authors of Ref [76]. The fluorescence was detected at 636 nm. This method is

convenient mostly due to the fluorescence detection wavelength in the visible

region. However, the nonlinear two-photon excitation process requires very

high laser energies which again makes impossible the application in a PLIF

experiment.

• Method III: the strong resonance line of zinc at 213.9 nm could be used for

the excitation of zinc vapor. A serious limitation is the fluorescence emitted at

213.9 nm instantaneously. To detect only the fluorescence signal, proportional

1
During laser excitation of a particular electronic state, thermally coupled states may also bo

excited. As a result fluorescence emissions at different wavelengths originating from the thermally
coupled states may occur. However, as soon as the experiment is carried out at standardized

conditions the population distribution over the excited states will also be constant. The detection

range can be limited to the desired transition (e.g. emission wavelength).
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to the concentration, the scattered laser light at the same (excitation) wave¬

length would need to be filtered out. There is a technique called optical spatial

filtering2, which is often used in flame experiments. However, the use of this

technique makes only single point measurements possible. Furthermore, the

laser setup necessary to produce the desired excitation wavelength of 213.9 nm

is quite complex and expensive, as it will be shown later in detail. It requires

either two different frequency conversion techniques (frequency mixing and

frequency doubling), or the use of short-lived laser dyes needs to be taken into

account.

• Method IV: The resonance line of zinc at 307.6 nm is an intercombination line

(a forbidden transition), which makes the excitation and detection process dif¬

ficult due to low transition probabilities. In addition, similarly to the 213.9 nm

resonance transition, this method suffers from fact that both, the excitation

and detection wavelengths, are equal. Laser light scattered in the probed

volume should be eliminated in order to record the fluorescence signal only.

However, it profits from the substantially lower thermal background, which

could be an issue for experiments that are carried out at temperatures around

1000 K. Also, the fluorescence lifetime is significantly longer as compared to

the transition at 213.9 nm. This can make the separation from incident laser

light somewhat easier than for Method III.

From the above discussion it becomes evident, that for the purpose of our in¬

vestigation only two of the techniques can be considered. From this two methods,

however, only Method IV seems to be realistic in terms of the PLIF application.
This conclusion is based on two estimations.

1) A theoretical estimation of spectral line widths was carried out regarding the

two atomic transitions of zinc at 213.9 nm and 307.6 nm. Knowing the transition

probabilities from Ref. [123], the theoretical atomic line widths can be estimated

from the formula

\2A •

AA = ±4i, (6.1)
Inc.

where A is the wavelength, A^ - the transition probability and c the speed of light
in vacuum. Knowing the theoretical line width of the atomic line, the theoretical

lifetime can be calculated. The data for both atomic zinc transitions under consid¬

eration axe summarized in Table 6.2. It can be seen that the transition at 307.6 nm

exhibits a very long theoretical lifetime of 27 /is and a line width of 2 • 10~9 nm, while

the laser pulse duration usually lies between 5-10 ns. Hence, by setting the detector

2In this method a convex lens is capturing the fluorescence from a certain point in the laser

sheet. The light is then focused onto a pinhole from where it is captured by a second convex lens

and focused onto a photomultiplier. The same setup using cylindrical lenses, a slit-pinhole and an

TCCD camera instead - allows for the imaging of single vertical lines (not only points) onto the

CCD chip
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Table 6.2: Zinc transition probabilities, theoretical lifetimes and line widths.

Wavelength Transition probability Theoretical Theoretical

Aß line width lifetime

213.9 nm 7.14 • 108 s'1 2 10"7 nm 1.4 ns

307.6 nm 3.75 • 104 s"1 2 10~9 nm 27 fis

gate (time interval where fluorescence is recorded) after the laser pulse, fluorescence

still can be detected as the lifetime is significantly longer than the laser pulse. One

also has to keep in mind that at temperatures around 700°C Doppler-broadening of

the initially very narrow line occurs and might be helpful in the detection.

2) The laser systems required to achieve the desired wavelengths were analyzed in

terms of the required hardware as well as theoretically achievable laser energies were

estimated. Table 6.3 presents possible laser system schemes including laser energies.

The energy estimates assume conversion efficiencies [124, 125] of ca. 20% for fre¬

quency doubling and conservatively ca. 10% for frequency mixing3. The advantages

and drawbacks of the four schemes are discussed below.

Table 6.3: Laser system schemes for the excitation of Zn at 213.9 nm and 307.6 nm.

Scheme Aoxo Apump Dye Frequency conv. Energy

A 213.9 nm 355 nm Stilbene 3 doubling 6 mJ

B 213.9 nm 355 nm Coumarin 153 mixing/doubling 0.6 mJ

C 213.9 nm 532 nm Styryl 7 mixing/doubling 1.3 mJ

D 307.6 nm 532 nm Sulforhodamine 640 doubling 10 mJ

• Laser system scheme A: delivers a relatively high laser energy of 6 mJ, assum¬

ing the pumping energy of 170 inJ and a maximum dye conversion efficiency.

Only frequency doubling is required, but this scheme suffers from a short lived

medium gain laser dye Stilbene 3 with 15% efficiency. Working at this wave¬

length would require frequent dye change. Stilbene 3 can deliver maximum

laser power only during approx. 15 min. After that, the dye needs to be

replaced.

• Laser system scheme B: using Coumarin 153 requires frequency doubling and

frequency mixing crystals4 which makes the alignment more complex and re¬

quires additional expensive hardware. This scheme delivers significantly less

3The conversion efficiency for frequency mixing greatly depends on the quality of the laser

beams, their spatial as well as temporal overlap
4For frequency mixing e.g. sum frequency generation (SFG), BBO or MgO doped LiNb03

nonlinear crystals are used
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laser energy. Assuming the pumping energy of 170 mJ at 355 nm, 30 mJ at

the exit of the dye laser at 536 nm, 6mJ after frequency doubling at 268 nm,

one ends up with 0.6 mJ at 213.9 nm (after frequency mixing of 268 nm with

1064 nm). Coumarin 153 is a short living medium gain laser dye (15% effi¬

ciency) and has to be replaced frequently.

• Laser system scheme C: uses a medium gain laser dye Styryl 7 (15% effi¬

ciency). This scheme also requires frequency mixing and doubling. Assuming
the pumping energy of 360 mJ at 532 nm, 65 mJ at the exit of the dye laser

at 720 nm, 13 mJ after frequency doubling at 360 nm - one obtains 1.3 mJ at

213.9 nm (after frequency mixing of 360 nm with 532 nm).

• Laser system scheme D: refers to the less intense forbidden atomic line of zinc at

307 nm. However, it uses a highly efficient laser dye Sulforhodamine 640 (25%

efficiency) and requires only frequency doubling. Finally, 10 mJ energy can be

delivered (assuming 360 mJ pumping energy and maximum dye efficiency).

The significantly longer fluorescence lifetime of the 307.6 nm transition and the

straightforward laser system were the main arguments to perforin the test of Method

IV.

6.2 The cuvette furnace - experimental setup

For the purpose of the zinc vapor LIF test, a furnace was built as shown in Figure 6.2.

The furnace was capable of generating zinc vapor in a closed fused silica cuvette5

(CU). This cuvette (1x1x3 cm3) containing approx. 3 g of zinc pellets enclosed

under vacuum, was placed in a stainless steel heated tube (TU), of 20 cm length and

3 cm diameter. The tube was coiled with a heating wire6 (TH) and mounted in a

thermally insulated (INS) cylindrical container (diameter - 10 cm, height - 20 cm).
The container was equipped with four fused silica windows. The windows formed

a cross (W). This allowed for passing the laser beam through the cuvette and for a

simultaneous observation of zinc fluorescence at right angle by a CCD camera or a

photomultiplier. Two thermocouples measured the temperature of the heating wire

and the cuvette (TC). The whole experimental setup is sketched in Figure 6.3. The

laser system consisted of a Nd:YAG laser, a dye laser and a frequency doubler with

autotracker and delivered 307.6 nm light with the average pulse energy of 0.1 mJ

at 10 Hz repetition rate. The laser beam passed a diaphragm and entered the cu¬

vette inside the furnace. Behind the furnace the beam hit a fused silica plate and a

part of the light was registered by the fast photodiode. The fluorescence from the

vapor inside the cuvette was captured by a convex lens (/ — 15 cm, d — 2.54 cm)
placed between the furnace and the monochromator. As the excitation and detec¬

tion wavelengths are the same (resonant fluorescence), the unwanted scattered laser

3Hellma-Worldwide 221.001-QS
öThermocoax SEI 15/200
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Figure 6.2: Technical drawing of the cuvette furnace a - side view, b top view.

CA container, CUV fused silica cuvette with zinc, TU - heated tube, TH
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light (which is mostly polarized), could be cut off by a polarizer placed in front of

the monochromator entrance slit. At the exit slit of the monochromator, a pho-

tomultiplier tube7 was installed. The photodiode and the photonmltiplier signals
were sent via two gated integrators8 and acquired by a GPIB based data acquisi¬
tion system (analog input ports) on a PC running Linux. All signals (photodiode,
photomultiplier, gates) were observed in real-time on a digital storage oscilloscope9.

6.3 Experimental results

In the following, the results of the experiment with the cuvette furnace, described

in Section 6.2, are presented. Three different temperatures were chosen for the

measurements. They result in different zinc vapor partial pressures. They are

listed in Table 6.4. The partial pressure curve was taken from "CRC Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics" [126].

Table 6.4: Zinc vapor partial pressures at different measurement temperatures

Series 3a 3b 3c

Temperature (°C)

Partial pressure (mbar)

650

36

750

162

850

556

The geometrical alignment of the excitation/detection path was tested using a

pointer laser. The dye laser output wavelength was measured using a wavemeter10.

Finally, a linearity test of the photonmltiplier (using neutral density filters) was per¬

formed. Despite systematic scanning of the laser wavelength around 307.6 inn with

a 0.01 nm step11 and change of the furnace temperature, no signal which could be

attributed to the induced fluorescence was observed, except for the scattered laser

light. It was suspected that the scattered laser light of the same wavelength may

cover the fluorescence signal. Laser light is up to 98% vertically polarized12 and

its polarization is to a large extent preserved after single reflections (i.e. reflections

on the cuvette or on zinc atoms), therefore it can be efficiently suppressed using a

polarizer. It turned out that the polarizer does not help.

In the next step, the experiment was continued with lower laser energy to avoid

the saturation of the transition. The initial output energy (at 307.6 nm and 10 Hz

pulse repetition rate) of approx. 0.1 mj was decreased by a factor of 10. Again, no

7Hamaiiiatsu It 1450

Stanford Research Systems SR250

9Tektronix TDS-544A

u,Burleigh Pulsed Wavemeter WA-45Ü0

nThc linewidth of the PDL-3 dye laser is specified to be 0.07 cm-1 with Rhodamine 590

12According to the Quanta-Ray PDL-3 Instruction Manual
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fluorescence signal could be observed.

It is suspected that the following aspects were responsible for the negative out¬

come of the described test: (i) the low transition probability (forbidden line) signifi¬

cantly lowers the relative fluorescence signal and (ii) the fact that the excitation and

the detection are at the same wavelength can cause covering of the weak fluorescence

signal by the strong scattered light.

In order to check whether the above speculations are plausible, an estimation

of the number of detected photons was performed and compared with the expected
number of photons from Rayleigh scattering on zinc atoms. The total energy of

the detected light was estimated from the photomultipliers (PMT) signal shown

in Figure 6.4 as a screen-shot from the oscilloscope. Data needed for the calcu-

Tsk Run: 2S0MS/S sample

Figure 6.4: Screen-shot from the oscilloscope showing the PMT and photodiode

signals.

lations were taken from Ref. [127]. The PMT signal has an amplitude of approx.

140 mV at 50 tt impedance what gives the current i" = 2.8 mA. The signal shape

can be approximated with a triangle with FWHM At « 7.5 ns. The area under

this triangle represents the total charge detected on the PMT anode and is equal to

1.65 • 10_11C corresponding to about 108 electrons. From the PMT's gain character¬

istics we know, that at a supply voltage of U — 1.3 kV, a single electron emitted from

the photocathode generates about 106 electrons on the anode so that the detected
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signal corresponds to about 130 photoelectrons. Taking into account the cathode

photoelectric efficiency r\ = 0.25, we end up with approximately 520 photons in a

single laser shot.

The number of the expected scattered photons A^t can be estimated from (i)
the number of incident photons -/Viaser, (ii) the number density of the scattering
medium pZn, (iii) the thickness of the probed volume Ax, (iv) the scattering cross

section <Tscatt and (v) the detector acceptance solid angle Afidet/'4n according to:

-^scatt — ^laser PZn Ax ascatt
—

-. (6.2)
4-7T

The number of the incident photons can be estimated, dividing the total energy

of a single laser shot Épuise — 10~5 J by the single photon energy quantum Eph —

he/A = 6.6 x 10~19 J what gives A^aser = 1.5 x 1013. The density of zinc atoms can

be approximated from the ideal gas equation, as the temperature and the zinc vapor

partial pressure are known. In this particular case, we obtain N ~ 2.6 • 102Ocm~3.

As the scattering cross-section for zinc atoms under present experimental conditions

could not been found, the formula for the total, non-resonant Rayleigh scattering
cross-section was used [128]

2k4
Rayleigh *^

-|«Zn-l \\ (6-3)

where k is the wave number (defined as k = 2ir/X) and nzn the refractive index

nZn = 1.0020513 [122]. One obtains <J^leigh = 2.3 • 10"26 cm2. The detection is at

right angle to the incident beam where the actual scattering cross section is by V2

lower than the average cross section so we take ORayieigh = 1-6 • 10~2e cm2. Finally,

taking into account the position and the diameter of the lens placed between the

cuvette and the monochromator, the angular acceptance of the detecting system

ASidot,/47T was estimated to be approx. 0.002. The polarization filter reduces the

number of photons transmitted to the PMT by a factor of 100 and the transmittiv-

ity of the optical system was roughly equal to 0.75. Substituting these values into

Equation 6.2 we end up with about Nscatt — 880 photons.

One should keep in mind that the above estimation is very crude. There are

many uncertainty factors both in the number of detected photons (e.g. overall gain)
and in the number of scattered photons (e.g. refractive index, zinc vapor density,
actual energy of this particular laser shot, etc.) so the agreement between the ex¬

pected and detected numbers of photons is remarkably good. The conclusion is that

the observed signal can be very well explained as due to the non-resonant Rayleigh

scattering on Zn atoms.

13Relevant data could not be found; the refractive index is quoted for the gas state at 273 K at

atmospheric pressure for the sodium yellow d-line at 589.3 nm.
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Results from similar experiments in the literature could not be found. The

general conclusion from this experiment is that the atomic transition in a Zn-atom

at 307.6 nm is not well suited for the future reoxidation experiment, where even

a weak but visible fluorescence signal is of primary importance, even though high
laser energies can be obtained and the laser system is relatively straightforward.
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Summary and outlook

In this work, a tool for the study of reaction kinetics, a coaxial nozzle for the use

with planar laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy was built and characterized. An

infrastructure for the data analysis was developed and tested. The thesis contains

a detailed description of the experimental apparatus and the procedure capable to

convert the experimental fluorescence images into the absolute concentration distri¬

butions. The main effort was put on the quantitative description of the experimental
flow visualization results. Weak points of the experimental setup and the measure¬

ment procedure were identified, understood and necessary improvements or changes
arc suggested.

For the analysis of reacting laminar flows, a simple diffusion model was proposed
and coded. This model can be used to extract the rate constant. In this work,

the model was successfully applied to describe the non-reacting gas flows. As the

experimental data for the reacting flows do not exist at this stage, the extraction

procedure for the reaction rate constant was tested with the simulated ("synthetic")
data.

During the visualization experiment with nitrogen and acetone (as fluorescent

tracer) at ambient temperatures the coaxial nozzle produced stable in time gas flows.

The flow behavior could be successfully described by the model with solely radial

diffusion, despite the fact that for model calculations a simplified nozzle geometry

was taken. The horizontal concentration profiles, measured at different positions

below the nozzle, were chosen for the comparison with theory. The central nozzle

gas flows with different velocities could be described consistently, using a single the¬

oretical diffusion coefficient value for the system nitrogen/acetone. For the annular

gas flows, which are produced with significant radial drift velocity (the annular gas

outlet direction is not parallel to the symmetry axis) the reasonable agreement was

achieved only with different effective diffusion coefficients, adopted to different flow

velocities. This feature is well understood as the present diffusion model does not

describe the radial drift. It was shown that an artificial increase of the theoretical

diffusion coefficient partly compensates the radial drift. The overall conclusion of
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this investigation is that the behavior of flows from the coaxial nozzle can be well

described by the diffusion model using theoretical diffusion coefficients (central flow)
and effective diffusion coefficients (annular flow). Should the annular flow from the

final nozzle still exhibit a radial velocity component, the diffusion model must be

modified accordingly in order to describe the flow behavior using only theoretical

diffusion coefficients.

Absolute acetone concentrations derived from the experimental fluorescence in¬

tensities are in good agreement with theoretically calculated ones. Artificial negative

concentrations appearing in the evaluated absolute concentration distributions are

caused mainly by statistical noise in the laser sheet profiles. It was shown that

the best way to eliminate this problem, is to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in

the measured laser sheet profiles. Statistical noise in the fluorescence distribution

images has a smaller influence on the results, as it was confirmed in the analysis of

the "synthetic" data. Increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the acquired laser pro¬

files can be achieved by lowering the gain of the detectors (ICCD) image intensifier.

However, decreasing the image intensifier gain will also result in a decrease of the

acquired fluorescence intensity from the flow field and, in turn, make single-shot
measurements impossible. To compensate this effect, averaging of fluorescence im¬

ages from subsequent laser shots should be used.

As a final conclusion, it can be stated that the experimental setup constructed

for measurements of the reacting laminar flows has been characterized and under¬

stood at the quantitative level. The developed and tested infrastructure, consisting
of both the image processing software and the theoretical model calculations, has

proven to be well suited for the analysis of PLIF data.

In the last part of this thesis a feasibility study of the laser-induced fluorescence

on zinc vapor has been performed. For this purpose a small resistively heated

furnace were zinc vapor was produced in cuvette. Despite several approaches at

different temperatures and filtering of scattered light no fluorescence signal, which

could be assigned to zinc vapor fluorescence, was detected. A theoretical estimation

confirmed the suspicion, that the observed signal can be very well explained as due

to the non-resonant Rayleigh scattering on Zn atoms. The overall conclusion from

the feasibility study is that the transition at 307.6 nm is not well suited for the

excitation and detection of zinc vapor in the coaxial jet experiment.
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LabView control and data

acquisition system

The data acquisition system conti oiled by a LabView [129] program consists of three

data acquisition boards:

1. ADLINK NuDAQ PCI-9111HR, equipped with 16 analog input channels (AI),
4 extended digital input channels (EDI) and 4 extended digital output channels

(EDO),

2. ADLINK NuDAQ PCI-6212V, equipped with 16 analog output channels (AO),
4 digital input channels (DI) and 4 digital output channels (DO),

3. MeasurementComputing PCI-DAS-TC board, equipped with 16 differential

thermocouple input channels with CJC.

A.l Software PID control

The temperature of each Therniocoax heater driven by a power supply is controlled

by a PID controller integrated in the LabView DAQ program1. The desired temper¬

ature is read out and compared with the setpoint temperature. Depending on the

manual setting of proportional (P) integral (I) and deiivative (D) parameters, the

software calculates and provides a number between 0-100%. The PID parameters

can be also established automatically using the avto-tunr mode. The lelais of each

power supply is only able to switch ON or OFF the power supply which is heating
the Therniocoax wire. In order to switch on the power supply for a time period

according to the value calculated by the PID algorithm, the system works in 10 s

time intervals. The following example illustrates it:

Value calculated 30% The power supply will be switched ON for 3 seconds and

kept OFF for a period of 7 s

1 LabView PID Control Toolkit for Windows
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Value calculated 80% The power supply will be switched ON for 8 seconds and

kept OFF for a period of 2 s

Value calculated 100% The power supply will be kept ON for 10 seconds

The relais are controlled via TTL signals generated by the LabView program and

provided to the digital output channels (DO, EDO respectively) of the DAQ boards.

In this way, the Thermocoax reaches and keeps the desired temperature (setpoint)
according to the PID controller values. A total of six independent PID control loops

are integrated in the LabView DAQ program.

A.2 Graphical User Interface

Figure A.l shows a Screenshot of the LabView DAQ program graphical user interface.

The individual compounds are described in the following.

File options / Heater activity
data logging panel indicator

Figure A.l: Screen-shot of the graphical user interface of the LabView DAQ program

A.3 File options/data logging panel

The program can be started or stopped (START/STOP buttons) and file options

can be set. Table A.l contains the description of the fields and buttons:
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Table A.l: Description of the file options/data logging panel.

Field/button Description Type

START/STOP start and stop program user input

Name specify name of the data series user input

Time and date shows actual time and date information output/info

Logging? switch logging ON or OFF user input

Trigger LED blinks whenever the master trigger signal is recognized output/info

"1" and "0" DAQ board number (needs to be 1 and 0) output/info

A.4 Volume flow control panel

From this panel (Figure A.l) the gas volume flows can be set by adjusting the sliders.

Following controls are available:

• the Zn-Nitro slider controls the gas volume flow into the furnace (FU in

Figure 3.7),

• the Nitro/Oxy slider controls the nitrogen/oxygen volume flow of the annular

nozzle (AN in Figure 3.4) and its mixing ratio. A setting of 10 results in

mixture of 10% oxygen and 90% of nitrogen,

• the Nitro slider controls the optional gas volume flow (ME in Figure 3.7) used

to minimize the influence of the chamber.

A.5 Cuvette Furnace temperature control panel

This panel shows the temperature readings from both cuvette furnace thermocou¬

ples.

Table A.2: Description of the cuvette furnace control panel.

Field/button Description Type

CUV-CTRL temperature reading Thermocoax (input for PID control) output/info

CUV-OUT temperature reading in the cuvette region output/info
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A.6 PID control panel

This panel contains the control buttons that are identical for all six PID-controllers.

The fields and buttons in the PID-controller panel are described in Table A.3

Table A.3: Description of the PID control panel.

Field/button Description Type

setpoint

time

output

ON

output/info

OFF

P, I, D, in

P, I, D, out

elapsed

dt out

Auto? RI Auto, RI Set

desired temperature in ° C user input

time interval for set temperature user input

PID-controller output (between 0-10) output/info

time in seconds to switch ON the power supply

time in seconds to keep OFF the power supply output/info

manually set P, I and D parameter values user input

current P, I and D parameter values output/info

PID run - elapsed time output/info

time interval in seconds (not used)

switch ON/OFF and control autotune user input

Table A.4 explains the PID control panel fields and buttons

Table A.4: Nomenclature of the PID control panel.

PID Heater

Furnace Zn

CORE Nozzle

ANN. Nozzle

Gasl Zn-Nitro

evaporation source

central nozzle

annular nozzle

nitrogen (furnace/central nozzle)

Gas2 Nitro/Oxy nitrogen/oxygen (annular nozzle)

Gas3 Nitro nitrogen (recipient)

Table A.5 contains the nomenclature of temperature readings
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Table A.5: Nomenclature of the temperature readings.

Field Thermocouple

FU-PID

FU-INS

CORE-PID

CORE-INS

ANN-PID Nitro-PID

ANN-INS

Zn/Nitro-PID

Zn/Nitro-Out

Nitro/Oxy-PID

Nitro/Oxy-Out

N2-PID

N2-Out

furnace (Thermocoax)
furnace (inside)

central nozzle (Thermocoax)
central nozzle (inside)
annular nozzle (Thermocoax)

central nozzle (inside)

gas heater 1 (Thermocoax)

gash eater 1 (output)

gas heater 2 (Thermocoax)

gas heater 2 (output)

gas heater 3 (Thermocoax)

gas heater 3 (output)
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Optical alignment procedure
critical points

Below, based on Figure B.l, a short description of the optical alignment of the

experiment is given. To perform the correct optical alignment of the experiment,
the following operations need to be performed:

1. After aligning the laser and tuning to the correct wavelength, place the exper¬

imental table in front of the laser table and check its exact horizontal position.

Set low laser power! (long pulse mode without Q-switch).

2. Remove the two lenses of the beam expander (BE).

3. Place the beam dump (BD) and the beam splitters (BS1) and (BS2). The

laser beam must hit them exactly in the center.

4. Align the laser beam on the center of both the entrance (Wl) and the output

(W2) windows of the reaction chamber by aligning the beam splitters. Check

that the laser beam is parallel to the experimental table surface and passes

the reaction chamber without any reflections.

5. Place the right-angle prisms (Pi) and (P4) and center the laser beam reflected

at the beam splitters (BS1) and (BS2) by aligning the latter ones.

6. Place the quantum counter cuvettes (CU1), (CU2) and center them in a way

that the laser beam passes through, exactly in the middle.

7. Place the bi-eonvex lenses (LI) and (L2) between the beam splitters and the

quantum counter cuvettes. In order to establish a 1:1 imaging of the laser spot

on the beam splitter onto the cuvette, the lens must be placed at a distance of

two focal lengths with regard to the beam splitter and also the cuvette. Cheek

that the laser beam is centered on both bi-convex lenses.

8. Place the neutral density filters (FLl) and (FL2) in front of both cuvettes in

order to lower the intensity of the laser light directed into the camera.
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Figure B.l: Sketch of the optical setup of the experiment
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9. Place the ICCD camera in front of the reaction chamber and center it with

regard to the front reaction chamber window (W3). Place the prisms (P2) and

(P3) in front of the camera and by aligning the prisms (PI) and (P4) direct

the laser beam sampled at beam splitters (BS1) and (BS2) onto the ICCD

camera chip.

10. Check again the height of the laser beam above the experimental table (it
should be equal at all positions).

11. Place the beam expander lenses (BE) and adjust to form a thin laser light
sheet of the desired height. Make sure that the laser sheet is the thinnest

in the middle of the reaction chamber (when looking from the top into the

reaction chamber).

12. The laser profiles should have nearly the same thickness and height.

13. Mount the nozzle and start the center flow seeded with a fluorescent tracer.

Adjust the laser beam carefully under the nozzle in a way that it traverses

exactly the flow and does not hit the nozzle tip (no light reflections). The

fluorescence from the flow should be visible on the ICCD camera.

14. Adjust the three fluorescence patterns (from the flow and both laser profiles)
to be at the same height. Use a mask with three pinholes to center the laser

sheet and adjust the three fluorescence patterns (visible now as three dots),
to be at the same height (see here the Figure B.2, where LS is the laser sheet,

MK the mask, BS1, BS2 the beam splitters and FL the fluorescence from the

central flow).
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LS MK BSl

Image
visible on
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Figure B.2: Mask used for the height alignment of the fluorescence patterns. MK

- mask, BSl, BS2 - beam splitters, Fl - fluorescence signal central flow, LS - laser

sheet
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Simulation of statistical noise in laser

sheet profiles

In this Appendix, the simulation procedure of the statistical noise in laser sheet

profiles is discussed. The laser sheet profiles are necessary to deduce the total ab¬

sorption parameter e. as defined in Equation 2.34. The goal of this calculation is

to obtain the relative statistical uncertainty (re/l, where ë and <jf denote the mean

value and the standard deviation of the experimental e distribution, respectively.
The model assumes that fluctuations present in all four1 laser profiles are indepen¬
dent and dominated by shot-noise (Poisson process). The simulation was performed

using a pseudo random number generator with a Poisson distribution ("poissrnd.m",
MATLab implementation). A typical e-profile evaluated from a single-shot mea¬

surement, where experimental data fluctuate around a constant value ?. — 0.06, is

compared with the simulations in Figure C.l. The simulation assumes rectangular
laser profiles with 7. and ae values taken from experimental measurements. In the

right panel, the experimental and simulated noise distributions are shown, as well.

The solid line represents the expected model noise distribution with (S/N) — 8 and

ë — 0.06. Both experimental and simulated noise distributions agree well, which

means that the proposed model is sensible.

In order to establish a practical tool for the selection of the necessary (S/N) ratio,
simulations were repeated on a 100 x 100 grid for e ranging from 1 to 100% and

for (S/N) ratio from 1 to 100. At each mesh point, lO'OOO guesses were performed
and ë and o~f were calculated. This assures 1 % accuracy level (Poisson statistics)
for these parameters. The results are presented in a 2-dimensional plot (Fig. C.2)
where contours represent given relative accuracy levels. For example: assuming

a total absorption of 20% (e. = 0.2), and a desired relative accuracy of 10%, the

signal-to-noise ratio of the laser profiles (S/N) must be greater or equal than 80

(see example point in Fig. C.2).

The input and output laser profiles from both measurement steps are meant: first measurement

step with an empty reaction chamber and second measurement with the probed species inside the

reaction chamber.
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z-position (pixel no.)

Figure C.l: Comparison of the experimental and simulated distributions of the noise

superimposed on the absorption profile. The solid line represents the expected model

noise distribution with (S/N) — 8 and e — 0.06. Upper panel: experimental e dis¬

tribution (left) and experimental noise distribution (right). Lower panel: simulated

e distribution (left) and simulated noise distribution (right).

A reliable analytical approximation of the above result can be derived from the

formula for propagation of independent statistical errors:

af =

de.

dh
-1 +

h=h

de

dl2
< +

h=h

de

Oh
< +

h=h

de

dh

I 1/2

U=h

(C.l)

Assuming that the first three profiles have equal average intensities and the fourth

one is attenuated by a factor of (1 — ë) we substitute:

£i = h = h = /,

J4 = (1 _e)7 - (1 -ë)7 (C.2)

and the specific property of the Poisson distribution

vi (m =

Ti
(C.3)



Poisson distributions; brute force

20 40 60 80

Absorption = "epsilon" (%)
100

Figure C.2: Relative accuracy of the experimental absorption parameter e extracted

from measured profiles exposed to statistical noise (Poisson process). Brute force

simulation using pseudo-random number generator. Example: total absorption of

20% (e — 0.2), desired relative accuracy of 10%, signal-to-noise ratio of laser profiles

necessary (S/N) = 80.
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One obtains finally:

ae
_

V(l-ë)(3-4ê)
(C.4)

ê (S/N) ë

The result is presented in Fig. C.3. Another approximation can be derived assuming

Poisson distributions; error propagation formula

100

o
'4—l
CO

c/5

20 40

Absorption

60 80

"epsilon" (%)
100

Figure C.3: Same as in Fig. C.2 but analytically derived from the error propagation
formula and Poisson distribution parameters.

that the noise in profiles has a gaussian distribution and that the signal-to-noise ratio

in all profiles is equal:

which leads to:

Il
=

Il
=

Il
=

Il
= {S/N)

ah ah ah <jh

2(1 -ê)

(s/N)-r

(C.5)

(C.6)
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The resulting distribution (Fig. C.4) agrees very well with the exact calculation.

This is because in the considered range of parameters, the Poisson distribution can

be reliably approximated by the Gauss function. The general conclusion is that the

measured absorption profiles are almost equally affected by noise in both "empty
chamber" and "fluorescence" measurements. The above presented simulation shows

necessary (S/N) ratios of the measured laser profiles which are necessary to obtain

a desired relative accuracy of the parameter e, for a given absorption value.

Gaussian distributions (I); error propagation formula

20 40 60 80

Absorption = "epsilon" (%)
100

Figure C.4: Same as in Fig. C.2 but analytically derived from error propagation law

and Gauss distribution parameters.



Appendix D

Software codes - analysis

D.l MATLab script "DIFF_kin.m"

Diffusion model. The MATLab script "DIFFkin.m" for calculation of the concen¬

tration distributions of the reacting flows on the (r, z) plane.

%

°/o 'DIFF_kin.m' - Model of chemically reacting concentric jets

/.

% Assumptions:

1

'/, 1. Reactant mixing by radial diffusion only (no axial

% diffusion allowed).

% 2. Isotermal process, neglected energy production and

% transport.

% 3. Constant diffusion coefficients.

% 4. Viscosity effects neglected.

% 5. Constant drift velocity along z-axis, vO, so the time

% development is equivalent to the steady flow along

% z-axis (z = vO*t).

% 6. Reaction rate sufficiently low respectively diffusion

% speed so the premixed volume exists (opposite to the

% "flame-sheet approximation").
% 7. Strictly axial symmetry; solutions are functions of

% r and t only.
% 8. The s.c. "source term" in the differential equations

% respecting the nonconservation of the reactant quantities
% (due to reaction) is assumed to be given by the reaction

% kinetics (see e.g. Atkins). The speed at which the

% reaction product is generated is governed by the law:

7.

'/. dS(r,t)/dt = k * Cl(r,t)~al * C2(r,t)~a2,
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7.

7.

7.

7.

y.

y.

%

7.

7.

7.

where k is a common reaction rate constant, Cl, C2 denote

the reactant concentrations and al, a2 are usual

exponents defining the reaction rank. Disappearance

of reactants is linked to S by soichiometric relations

dCl(r,t)/dt = -nul*dS(r,t)/dt,

dC2(r,t)/dt = -nu2*dS(r,t)/dt,

where nul and nu2 are corresponding stoichiometric parameters

rate = 0;

difl = 0.21;

cl_0 = 1.0;

al = 1.0;

nul =1.0;

dif2 = 0.21;

c2_0 = 1.0;

a2 - 1.0;

nu2 = 1.0;

7o Reaction rate constant k

% Diffusion coefficient #1 [cm"2/s]

7o Initial concentration #1

7o Reaction exponent #1

% Stoichiometric parameter #1

7o Diffusion coefficient #2 [cm~2/s]

% Initial concentration #2

% Reaction exponent #2

% Stoichiometric parameter #2

rl_min

rl_max

r2_min

r2_max

i;

5;

17;

45;

% Initial radius min #1

% Initial radius max #1

7o Initial radius min #2

% Initial radius max #2

dr = 0.0125;

dt = 0.004;

n = 400;

m = 50;

% Step in radius [cm]

% Step in time [s]

% No. of mesh points in radius

% No. of mesh points in time

r = zeros(n,l);

cl_00 = zeros(n,l);

c2_00 = zeros(n,l);

7o Initial distribution #1

% Initial distribution #2

cl_old

cljnew

c2_old

c2_new

zerosCn,1)

zeros(n,l)

zeros(n,l)

zeros(n,1)

t = zeros(m,1);
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ml = zerosCm,1)

m2 = zeros(m,l)

mr = zeros(m,l)

rs = zeros(2*(n-l),1);

cl = zeros(2*(n-l),m);

c2 = zeros(2*(n-l),m);

rr = zeros(2*(n-l),m);

rdt = rate*dt;

global dt dr r;

global difl cl_0 cl_old cl_new;

global dif2 c2_0 c2_old c2_new;

for i=l:n

r(i) = (i-l)*dr;

rs(n-i+l) = -r(i);

rs(n+i-l) = r(i);

end

for k=l:m

t(k) = (k-l)*dt;

end

for i=rl_min:rl_max

cl_00(i) = cl_0;

end

for i=r2_min:r2_max

c2_00(i) = c2_0;

end

for i=l:n

cl_new(i) = cl_00(i);

c2_new(i) = c2_00(i);

end

for k=l:m

k

mis = 0.0;

m2s =0.0;
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mrs = 0.0;

for i=l:n

clc2 = rdt*cl_new(i)~al*c2jnew(i)~a2;

clc2 = min([clc2 cl_new(i)/nul c2_new(i)/nu2]);

if k==l

rr(n-i+l,k) = clc2;

rr(n+i-l,k) = clc2;

else

rr(n-i+l,k) = rr(n-i+l,k-l) + clc2;

rr(n+i-l,k) = rr(n+i-l,k-l) + clc2;

end

mrs = mrs + rr(n-i+l,k)*r(i);

cl_old(i) = cl_new(i)- nul*clc2;

clCn-i+l,k) = cl_old(i);

cl(n+i-l,k) = cl_old(i);

mis = mis + cl_old(i)*r(i);

c2_old(i) = c2_new(i)- nu2*clc2;

c2(n-i+l,k) = c2_old(i);

c2(n+i-l,k) = c2_old(i);

m2s = m2s + c2_old(i)*r(i);

end

ml(k) = mls*2.0*pi;

m2(k) = m2s*2.0*pi;

mr(k) = mrs*2.0*pi;
[cl_new] = cone (dif l,cl_0,dt,dr,r,cl_.old) ;

[c2_new] = conc(dif2,c2_0,dt,dr,r,c2_old);

end

for i=l:m

for j=l:2*n-l

cl(j,i) = max(0.0,cl(j,i))

c2(j,i) = max(0.0,c2(j,i))

rr(j,i) = max(0.0,rr(j,i))
end

end

hold off;

subplot(121),

contour(t,rs,cl,5J'r-');

hold on;

subplot(121),
contour(t,rs,c2,5,> b->);

hold on;

subplot(121),
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contour(t.rs.rr,5,'m-');

axis square;

axisCCtCl) t(m) -3.0 3.0]);

view(90,90);

hold off;

subplot(122),

plot(t,ml,'r-',t,m2,'b-',t,mr,*m-');
v = axis; axis([t(l) t(m) 0 v(4)]);

axis square;

grid on;

function [c_new] = conc(dif,c_0,dt,dr,r,c_old);

% Evolves concentration radial distribution

% c_old -> c_new (in time interval dt).

% Assumed equal mesh size on r, dr, and diffusion

% coefficient dif.

n = length(r);
dr2 = dr/2;

dddt = 2.0*dif*dt;

cddt = 4.0*dif*dt;

drdddt = dr/dddt;

for i=l:n

cc = 0.0;

for j=l:n

if c_old(j)>1.0e-20

y
= exp(-(r(j))~2/cddt)*besseli(0,r(i)*(r(j))/dddt)*(r(j));

CC = CC + C_Old(j)*y;
end

end

c_new(i) = max(1.0e-20,exp(-(r(i))~2/cddt)*cc*drdddt);
if c_new(i)>c_0

c_new(i) = 0.0;

end

end
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D.2 MATLab script "PLIF_cut.m"

Synthetic data. The MATLab script "PLIF_cut.m" for calculation of the concentra¬

tion distribution traced by the laser sheet on the (x,z) (or (x,t)) plane.

'/.

% 'PLIF_cut.m' constructs the fluorescence and laser sheet

7, profile distribitions out of concentration distribution cl

% calculated by the 'DIFF_rekin.m' script.

7.

% The absorption coefficient 'alpha' is here an input parameter.

% The pixel size 'dx' is overtaken from the 'DIFF_rekin.m' workspace.

1

% 'DIFF_rekin.m' must be run first ! ! !

7.

alpha =1.0; 7. Light absorption coefficient (cnT2/mol)

v = 1.0; % Drift velocity (cm/s)

dz = v*dt;

zmax = 50.0*dz;

dx = dr;

np
= (0.0125/dr)*2.5;

np
= fix(np);

p0_inp = zeros

p0_out = zeros

p_inp = zeros

P_out = zeros

epsilon = zeros

massl = zeros

c = zeros(300

x = zeros(400

xx = zeros(400

zz = zeros(50,

hi = zeros(400

fl = zeros(400

(50,1) 7.

(50,1) 7.

(50,1) 7.

(50,1) 7.

(50,1) 7.

(50,1) %

,50); 7.

,D; 7.

,D; 7.

l); 7.

,50); %

,50); 7.

Input profile (empty)

Output profile (empty)

Input profile

Output profile

'epsilon'
Total mass traced by the laser beam

Working array

Mesh points (Cartesian, in pixels)
Mesh points (Cartesian, in cm)

Mesh points (Cartesian, cm)

Cone, integrated over laser sheet thickness

Fluor, integrated over laser sheet thickness

7. Calculate cartesian mesh points

for i=l:400

x(i) = i-201;

xx(i) = (x(i)-0.5)*dx;

end
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for i=l:50

zz(i) = (i-0.5)*dz;

end

% Load concentration array 'cl' into working array 'c'

for i=l:300

for k=l:50

c(i,k) = cl(i+399,k);

end

end

% Transform the concentration 'cl' from 'r/phi'- to

'/, 'x/y'-coordinate system and integrate over the laser

% sheet thickness (5 pixels in y-direction). Calculate

7, the total mass 'massl' traced by the laser beam.

for k=l:50 % Loop over time slices

massl(k) =0.0;

for i=l:400

ccc = 0.0;

for j=200-np:200+np % Integrate over the laser sheet thickness

rr = sqrt(x(i)~2+x(j)~2);
kk = fix(rr);

dro = rr - kk;

kk = kk + 1;

cc = c(kk,k) + (c(kk+l,k)-c(kk,k))*dro;

ccc = ccc + cc;

end

hl(i,k) = ccc;

massl(k) = massl(k) + hl(i,k);

end

end

% Calculate the laser profiles 'p0_inp', 'p0_out', 'p_inp',
% 'p_out', 'epsilon' and the fluorescence distribution 'fl'

% traced by the laser beam.

for k=l:50

p0_inp(k) =1.0;

p0_out(k) =1.0;

p_inp(k) = 1.0;

p_out(k) =1.0;

for i-l:400
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fl(i,k) = p_out(k)*alpha*hl(i,k)*dx;

p_out(k) = p„out(k)- fl(i,k);

end

epsilon(k) = 1.0 - (p_out(k)*p0_inp(k))/(p_inp(k)*p0_out(k));
end

fid = fopen('prof.out','wt+'); for k=l:50

fprintf(fid,'%g */,g %g %g Kg %g %g \n',

zz(k) ,p0_inp(k) ,p0_out(k) ,p_mp(k) ,p_out(k) ,epsilon(k) ,massl(k)) ;

end fclose(fid);

fid = fopen('hl.out','wt+'); for k=l:50

for i=l:400

fprintf(fid,"/.g \n',hi(i,k));

end

end fclose(fid);

fid = fopenCf l.out','wt+') ; for k=l:50

for i=l:400

fprintfCfid.'Xg \n',fl(i,k));

end

end fcloseCfid);

hold off;

h=subplot('position',[0.05,0.05,0.4,0.4] );

axis off;

surf(zz,xx,hi,'LineStyle','none','FaceColor','interp');

ax=axis;

axis([0 zmax -0.6 0.6 0 ax(6)]);

view(90,90);

axis square;

grid off;

set(h,'YTickMode','manual','YTickLabelMode','manual',

'YTick',[-0.6,-0.4,-0.2,0,0.2,0.4,0.6],'YTickLabel',

[-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6]);

h=subplot('position',[0.55,0.05,0.4,0.4]);
axis off ;

surf(zz,xx,f1,'LineStyle','none','FaceColor','interp');

ax=axis;

axis([0 zmax -0.6 0.6 0 ax(6)]); view(90,90);

axis square;
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grid off;

set(h,'YTickMode','manual','YTickLabelMode','manual',

'YTick',[-0.6,-0.4,-0.2,0,0.2,0.4,0.6],'YTickLabel',

[-0.6-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6]);

h=subplot('position',[0.05,0.55,0.4,0.4]);
axis off;

plot(zz,p_inp,'k',zz,p_out,'b',zz,epsilon,'r');

ax=axis; axis([0 zmax 0 ax(4)*i.1]);

h=subplot('position',[0.55,0.55,0.4,0.4]);
axis off;

plot(zz,mass1,'g');

ax=axis;

axis([0 zmax 0 ax(4)*l.l]);

D.3 MATLab script "FITkin.m"

The MATLab script "FIT_kin.m" for extraction of the reaction rate constant A: by

comparing the experimental disappearance curve with the diffusion model calcula¬

tions (scripts "DIFF_kin.m" and "PLIF_cut.m").

I

7, 'FIT_kin.m' fits the experimental mass disappearance curve (mass is

% a function of time) to the model calculations (theory) which is a

% function of time and the reaction rate constant 'k'. Since the

% model calculations are performed on a 2-dimensional grid (time,k),

% the theory function is interpolated by cubic splines.

I

% Since the model function is highly nonlinear in 'k' (mass

% disappearance saturates with increasing 'k') it is easier to work

% with variable 's' = loglO(k) instead of 'k'.

%

% Measurements of the mass disappearance are performed at n time

% points and are statistically independent. This leads to n

% independent measurements of 's' and, consequently, n independent

°/„ measurements of 'k'. This is why only one-dimensional spline

% interpolation (in 's') is sufficient (instead of more advanced

% bivariate spline interpolation. Also the error propagation (from

% 'mass' to 'k') is simple (independent variables).

7.
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% Input data:

% - files with model results at different 'k'

% - file with experimental data with error bars

7.

7,

massO = zeros(50,1); °/0 'mass traced by laser beam' for k = 0

massk = zeros(50,16); massmin = zeros(50,1); massbest = zeros(50,1);

massplu= zeros(50,1); massexp
= zeros(50,1); dmassexp = zeros(50,1);

dum = zeros(1000,l);

zz = zeros(50,1);

logk = zeros(16,l);

mass = zeros(16,1);

mm = zeros(3,1);

ggg
= zeros(3,1);

7. Define mesh points for 'k' -> instead of 'k' use 'loglO(k)'

logk(l) = loglO(l.O)

logk(2) = logl0(2.0)

logk(3) = logl0(5.0)

logk(4) = loglO(lO.O);

logk(5) = logl0(20.0);

logk(6) = loglO(SO.O);

logk(7) = loglO(lOO.O)

logk(8) = logl0(200.0)

logk(9) = logl0(500.0)

logk(lO) = loglO(lOOO.O)
logk(ll) = logl0(2000.0)
logk(12) = logl0(5000.0)

logk(13) = loglO(lOOOO.O)

logk(14) = loglO(20000.0)

logk(15) = loglO(50000.0)

logk(16) = loglO(lOOOOO.O);

7. k

I k

7. k

7. k

I k

7, k

7, k

7, k

7. k

7. k

I k

7. k

7. k

1 k

7. k

7, k

1

2

5

10

20

50

100

200

500

1000

2000

5000

10000

20000

50000

100000

'/, Load file with beam traced mass for no-reaction case

7o (for normalization)

fid = fopenCprof_0.out', 'r') ;

[dum.n] = fscanf(fid,'7,g */.g lg 7,g */.g */.g '/.g \n')î

for k=l:50
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zzCk) = dumC(k-l)*7+l);

massOCk) = dum((k-l)*7+7);
end fcloseCfid);

% Load files with beam traced mass for different reaction

% reaction rate constants

fid = fopenCprof_l.out','r') ;

[dum}n] = fscanf (fid,'°/,g %g °/„g %g '/.g %g °/.g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,l) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fclose(fid);

fid = fopen('prof_2.out','r');
[dum.n] = fscanf (fid, ,0/,g °/„g %g °/,g °/,g °/,g °/„g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,2) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fclose(fid);

fid = fopenCprof_5.out','r') ;

[dum.n] = fscanf(fid,'%g %g %g °/„g %g °/,g °/„g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,3) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fclose(fid);

fid = fopen('prof_10.out','r');
tdum.n] = fscanf (fid,"/.g %g °/„g %g %g °/„g %g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,4) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fcloseCfid);

fid - fopenC'prof_20.out','r');
[dum.n] = fscanf (fid, "/.g °/,g °/,g 7,g °/.g °/,g 7,g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,5) = dum((k-l)*7+7);
end fclose(fid);

fid = fopen('prof_50.out','r');
[dum,n] = fscanf(fid,'%g °/„g %g %g %g %g %g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,6) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fcloseffid);

fid = fopenC'prof_100.out','r');
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[dum.n] - fscantCfid,'%g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g \n>);

for k=l:50

massk(k,7) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fcloseCfid);

fid = fopenC'prof_200.out','r');
[dum,n] = f scant (fid,'7,g 7,g '/.g '/.g 7,g %g '/.g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,8) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fcloseCfid);

fid = fopen('prof_500.out','r');
[dum,n] = f scant(f id,'7.g %g 7.g %g %g 7.g %g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,9) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fcloseCfid);

fid = fopenC'prof_1000.out','r');
[dum,n] = f scant (f id,'7.g %g 7.g 7.g 7.g %g '/.g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k.lO) = dumCCk-l)*7+7);

end fcloseCfid);

fid = fopenC'prof_2000.out','r');
[dum,n] = fscant(fid,"/,g %g 7.g 7,g */.g 7.g 7.g \n');

for k=l:50

masskCk,ll) = dumCCk-l)*7+7);

end fcloseCfid);

fid = fopenC'prof_5000.out','r');
[dum,n] = fscanf (fid,'7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g \n');

for k=l:50

masskCk,12) = dumC(k-l)*7+7);

end fcloseCfid);

fid = fopenC'prof_10000.out','r');
[dum,n] = f scantCf id,'%g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g \n');

for k=l:50

masskCk,13) = dumCCk-l)*7+7);

end fcloseCfid);

fid = fopenC'prof_20000.out>,>r');
[dum.n] = f scant Cf id,'7.g 7.g Jig 7.g 7.g 7.g 7.g \n');

for k=l:50
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massk(k,14) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fclose(fid);

fid = fopenC'prof_50000.out','r');
[dum.n] = fscanf(fid,'°/„g %g °/„g °/„g °/.g °/.g %g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,15) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fclose(fid);

fid = fopen('prof.100000.out','r');
[dum.n] = fscanf(fid,'°/„g %g °/,g °/,g %g °/„g °/.g \n');

for k=l:50

massk(k,16) = dum((k-l)*7+7);

end fclose(fid);

% Load file with "experimental data"

fid = fopen('expprof.out','r');
[dum.n] = fscanfCfid.'y.g %g °/.g %g %g %g °/„g %g 7„g \n');

for k=l:50

massexp(k) = dum((k-l)*9+7);

dmassexp(k) = dum((k-l)*9+9);

end fcloseCfid);

% Transform the 'mass traced by laser beam' to the 'total mass'

% in the system

for k=l:50

for j=l:16

massk(k,j) = masskCk,j)/mass0(k);
end

massexp(k) = massexp(k)/massO(k);

dmassexp(k) = dmassexp(k)/mass0(k);
end

°/o Interpolate model function and fit reaction rate constant

sumlogkk =0.0;

sumlogkkm =0.0;

sumlogkkp =0.0;

sumw =0.0;

for k=12:50

for j=l:16
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mass(j) = massk(k.j);
end

mm(l) = raassexp(k) - dmassexp(k);
mm(2) = massexp(k);
mm(3) = massexp(k) + dmassexp(k);

ggg
= spline(mass,logk,mm); % 'loglO(k)' as a function of 'mass'

logkkm - ggg(l);

logkk = ggg(2);

logkkp = ggg(3);
w = 1.0/abs((logkk-logkkm)*(logkkp-logkk));

sumlogkk = sumlogkk + logkk*w;

sumlogkkm = sumlogkkm + logkkm*w;

sumlogkkp = sumlogkkp + logkkp*w;

sumw = sumw + w;

end

logkk = sumlogkk/sumw;

logkkm = sumlogkkm/sumw;

logkkp = sumlogkkp/sumw;
kk_best - 10"logkk;
kk_minus = 10"logkkm;

kk_plus = 10"logkkp;

% Calculate the model mass disappearance function with fitted

% reaction rate constant

mm(l) = logkkp;

mm(2) = logkk;

mm(3) = logkkm;

for k=l:50

for j=l:16

massCj) =massk(k,j);
end

ggg
= spline(logk,mass,mm); % 'mass' as a function of 'loglO(k)'

massmin(k) = ggg(l);
massbest(k) = ggg(2);

massplu(k) = ggg(3);
end

% Output "exp" data and fitted mass function

fid = fopen('fit_kin.out','wt+');
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for k=l:50

fprintf (fid,'°/„g °/„g °/„g %g %g %g \n' ,zz(k) ,massexp(k) ,dmassexp(k),

massmin(k),massbest(k),massplu(k));
end

fclose(fid);

% Display fitted parameter

disp([' ']);

disp(['=> Fitted reaction rate constant =
' num2str(kk_best) ' (+/- '

num2str(-kk_best+kk_minus) '/' num2str(-kk_plus+kk_best) ')']);

disp([' ']);
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